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INTRODUCTION
Project Number 562113-EPP-1-2015-1-BG-EPPKA3-PI-FORWARD
Using mobile technology to improve policy Reform for Inclusion of Disadvantaged
Groups in Education
mRIDGE
Leading organization: University of Plovdiv “Paisii Hilendarski”, Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Partners: Plovdiv Municipality (PM); University for Distance Education (UNED)- Spain;
Ravensbourne Higher Education Institution (RAVE) - UK; University of Craiova (UCV)Craiova, Romania; Primary school “Geo Milev” - Sadovo, Bulgaria; Secondary Vocational
School for Children with Hearing Disabilities “Prof. Stoyan Belinov“ - Plovdiv, Bulgaria;
Special school „Sf. Mina” (Mina) - Craiova, Romania; Regional Industrial Association –
Smolyan (RIA), Bulgaria;
Duration of the project: 01.11.2015 – 31.10.2017
Total budget of the project: 589 514,00 euro
Total EU Grant: 442 086,00 euro
The aim of the project is the creation of digital learning resources for mobile devices to
improve the educational integration of disadvantaged learners in the educational system
- groups in risk whose ethno-cultural characteristics, special needs or socioeconomic
status significantly restrict their ability for adequate education.
Specific objectives:
1.Analysis of user needs in different contexts and existing curriculum in Bulgaria and Romania
Given the objectives of the project, this study is oriented toward assessing the extent of use of
these technologies by the specified groups of learners and opening opportunities for their
inclusion in the learning process.
2.Design of Mobile Digital Resources (MDR) Model to support the didactic features of mobile
technologies in order to adapt them to the training conditions of disadvantaged groups of people
3. Design of educational scenarios
4. Development and adaptation of mobile applications and digital educational resources
5. Improvement of the present policy measures and good practices, and development of new
policies and practices in the fields of disadvantaged groups and Roma young people education
at the EU member states. By following this strategy it will have a direct impact on European
policy making in the fields of education and training.
The project will be focused on the use of mobile technologies for stimulation and support
of implementing innovations in the education of the following disadvantaged groups:
• Roma children and their teachers;
• Hearing impaired children and their teachers;
• People with musculoskeletal disorders;
• Unemployed people.
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METHODOLOGY
FOR
USING QR CODES IN EDUCATION
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METHODOLOGY FOR USING QR CODES IN EDUCATION
The developed didactic model for using QR codes in education has three basic
components:
1. Described opportunities for using QR codes in learning process.
2. Digital learning resources and mobile applications.
3. Appropriate educational technology.
1. Described opportunities for using QR codes in learning process
The use of QR codes in learning process should not be arbitrary (i.e. merely use it for
its own sake), but should meet national educational standards for the relevant subject. That is
why the teacher should be familiar with the methodical analysis of the selected topics, taught
by integrating QR codes, in order to make the learning process more effective. The methodical
analysis is done with two main purposes:
-determine the didactic goals that will be achieved through the use of QR codes;
-multimedia resources should be developed according to the objectives in the
curriculum for the relevant subject.
2. Digital learning resources and mobile applications
Digital learning resources, viewed by scanning QR codes with a mobile device, should
meet the following essential requirements:
• be suitable for the students’ age;
• be compatible with the mobile operating system;
• be compatible with the technical characteristics of the used mobile devices;
• be compliant with the national curriculum for the relevant subject;
• be compliant with the lesson duration;
• be editable so teachers can adapt them to the needs of students.
Practical considerations in developing digital resources, viewed by scanning QR codes
with mobile devices
Text
There are some practical considerations in developing learning resources, including
text, for mobile devices. These issues are mostly connected to the small screen size. Reading
for a long time on a mobile phone may make eyes tired quite easily. That is why we
recommend:
• use larger size font and one-column text
• keep in mind that due to the small screen size using too many colours might be
disturbing. It is more advisable to use less, but distinctive colours
• don’t use long text, which will force the user to do a lot of scrolling on the small screen
• use headings and subheadings, bulleted and numbered lists that will help the learner to
navigate faster in the content
• use bold not italics to highlight words or phrases within a body text
• use sans -serif fonts - Arial, Avanti, Tahoma, Verdana
Audio
Nowadays all mobile devices use the standard audio format WAV. But there is one big
problem – a minute of WAV sound with acceptable good quality is about 10MB, which will
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take a lot of time to download. Our recommendation is not to use audio files greater than 10
MB.
There are some tips to minimize file size:
- Students don’t need perfect quality, unless the lesson is about music. Normally the
human voice uses a frequency from 8000Hz to 16000Hz. So there won’t be
considerable change of quality if a WAV file is converted from a 44kHz to about
8kHz.
- Record the audio in mono format - stereo sound is almost not needed for speech.
- One of the characteristics of a sound file is its bit rate. For high-quality sounds this
is higher than 20kb/sec. For speech 7kb/sec would do perfectly well without loss of
quality.
Video
Video files are one of the most widely used digital learning resources, which can be
viewed be using QR codes. Students can stop the video, move backward or forward through
the video file, watch it in fullscreen mode. This allows them to follow their own pace of
learning. Our recommendations for video files:
• Use video resolution 360p – this is a good compromise between quality and file size
• The size of video file should be less than 10 MB. Otherwise, the video file may take a
long time to load, especially if the Internet connection is slow
There are a couple of simple ways to create video from learning content:
• using a screen-recording tool (for example Camtasia);
• converting a PowerPoint presentation directly to video format.
3. Educational technology
The educational technology for teaching learning content by using QR codes is based
on the following factors:
• psychophysiological characteristics of students in the three levels of education –
primary, lower secondary education, secondary education
• principles of active learning
The educational technology includes the following activities:
• preparation of lesson plans. In these plans the teacher describes when and how to
integrate the QR codes in the learning process;
• choosing appropriate methods and techniques of teaching learning content by using QR
codes.
• developing appropriate tools to assess student's knowledge.
Teacher's experience, his teaching style and personal preferences are predominant in
this structural element. It is the teacher who adapts the developed digital learning resources to
the specifics of students taught by integrating QR codes into the learning process.
The educational technology includes three methodical variants.
Psychophysiological characteristics of the students in the three levels of education
The following conclusions, concerning the use of QR codes in the learning process, can
be drawn by analyzing the psychophysiological characteristics of the students in the three levels
of education:
• Keeping primary and lower secondary students' attention is a big challenge for teachers.
They use a variety of activities and tasks, including independent study activities. Using
of QR codes in learning process stimulates students’ independent work.
• Using QR codes in learning process provides high quality visualization of the studied
objects, processes or phenomena and control over their observation. This is very
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•

•
•

important for primary students, for which the high quality visualization is a prerequisite
for better learning results.
The use of QR codes enhances the students' technological and informational culture,
increases students’ self-confidence in their own abilities. This corresponds to the age
characteristics of lower secondary and secondary students, who prefer to drive their
own learning and connect learning with their own interests. The use of QR codes in
education stimulates their classroom activity.
QR codes support students’ independent and collaborative learning, which is suitable
for lower secondary and secondary students
Integration of new technology in primary education may cause anxiety, nervousness
and disappointment in failure. There are no such risks in integrating QR codes in
learning process because most of children use the learning tool (a mobile device) almost
every day.

Using of QR codes in education within the active learning context
Definition of Active Learning
There is still no generally accepted definition of the term "active learning." The
following definitions present a different view of the contents of this concept:
• "Active learning" in short, includes all activities of students in the classroom other than
passive listening to the instructions of the teacher. It involves listening, short written
exercises by which students show understanding of the material, complex group
activities that enable students to apply the knowledge in real life situations and / or in
the process of solving problems that are new for them.
• In active learning students are active during the lesson - they discover, process and
apply the received information. Active learning is derived from two basic assumptions:
(1) learning is by nature an active effort, and (2) different people learn differently. The
elements of active learning are talking and listening, writing, reading, and reflecting.
• In active learning students use their minds, study ideas, solve problems and apply the
studied material. It is fun, rewarding and personally engaging. To learn something well,
it must be heard, seen, to raise questions about it and discuss it with others. Above all,
students need to operate - to judge things on their own, to give examples to test their
skills, to make judgments based on knowledge that have or should acquire.
• Finding a learning strategy where students are more involved in the learning process that underlies the "active learning." The idea of active learning is being developed over
the past few years when cognitive psychologists have noticed that learning takes place
better in terms of social. Various methods in which students work together inside and
outside the classroom help for the realization of active learning.
Advantages of active learning:
• Without denying the benefits of traditional teaching method where teachers fully take
responsibility for the learning process, active learning allows freedom of students to
seek and offer solutions. This will create habits and skills of young people for lifelong
learning, which is considered as a critical factor for a successful career.
• Research shows that the effectiveness of the learning process increases if it incorporates
active learning - students are able to learn more and more carefully, to express
themselves better, to make judgments, and their knowledge is more durable.
• Active learning allows students to be engaged in the learning process. They are included
in more and more varied activities other than just listening to the teacher.
• Techniques and strategies of active learning can be applied in class and outside of class.
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Use of QR codes for the purpose of active learning
The technologies used for the purpose of active learning, should provide the following
four key characteristics of active learning:
1. Engaging different senses of students (hearing, seeing, feeling).
2. Hands-on.
3. Interaction and collaboration.
4. Construction of new knowledge based on what they have learned.
Engaging different senses of students
Research shows that students learn faster and durability of their knowledge is longer
when the learning process involves not only their hearing, but also their other senses. With
regard to memory there are three types of students: "visual", "auditory" and "kinesthetic".
• "Visual" students. Most effectively learn and remember written information,
diagrams, pictures and symbols. They are about 65% of all students.
• "Auditory" students. They are most effective in speech communication, in lectures
and discussions. The written texts are not so important. Especially importance has the
quality of speech - timbre, tone, strength. They are about 30% of all students.
• "Kinesthetic" students. They learn effectively through contacts and movements,
imitation and practice. They are about 5% of the total.
Use of QR codes in learning process allows presentation of the educational content with
a variety of multimedia resources - text, images, audio, video, 3D / 2D animation. The added
advantage here is that this information is provided depending on the context or location of the
student. This contributes to a better perception of curriculum, stimulate the imagination and
creativity of the students.
Hands-on learning
Hands-on learning (learning by doing) is one of the modern approaches used to
stimulate students' cognitive activity. The use of QR codes supports learning by doing by
providing instant access to appropriate context-based information concerning the studied
problem.
Collaborative and cooperative learning
Collaborative and cooperative learning are one of the most common training models
used in active learning. It has been shown that they improve the skills for learning, thinking
and communication. The main features of this learning are defined as: existence of a common
goal accepted by all members of the group; all members work together to achieve this goal; the
group will be rewarded for the achieved result; the sense of individual responsibility, which
means that all members of the group consciously contribute to the realization of the goal; the
teacher structures and guides the activities in groups.
The collaboration between students in collaborative and cooperative learning is achieved
by sharing common markers. By using mobile devices students can communicate with
teachers, with other students and can exchange resources through the camera of the mobile
device.
Construction of new knowledge
One of the principles of active learning is that knowledge is not translated, but it must
be constructed. To achieve this, the learning environment must offer opportunities for learning
through real life situations that require students to work in team, follow their pace of work and
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cooperate with each other. All these conditions can be successfully achieved through a
combination of:
• Appropriate methods and techniques;
• Appropriately selected digital resources;
• The opportunities offered by QR codes for collaborative learning;
• The opportunities offered by QR codes for hands-on learning
Methodical variants
Methodical variants include the first two structural elements of the educational
technology. They are a combination of appropriate methods and techniques, used by teacher in
lesson plan preparation. Teacher's experience, his teaching style and personal preferences are
predominant in this structural element.
Before the beginning of each lesson, students are handed tablets (in case they don't have
their own), transparencies (methodical variant 1) or worksheets (methodical variant 2 and
methodical variant 3) with printed QR codes. The teacher instructs students how to work with
tablets right before the first scanning of a QR code.
In methodical variant 1 the QR codes are printed on transparencies, which are placed
on the relevant page of the textbook. For each page of the book, which has already created
multimedia content, there will be a transparency with a printed QR code. Thus the educational
content can be supplemented without additional expenses for new printed materials.
In this methodical variant the teacher plays a leading role in the learning process. He:
• poses questions, which the students answer after having watched the multimedia
resource associated with a QR code;
• sets the pace of work so that all students can work simultaneously;
• organizes a purposeful observation of the multimedia resources associated with a
QR code.
Our recommendation is that primary students should watch the multimedia resources
twice. This number is suitable for their age and is sufficient to achieve the didactic goals.
Methodical variant 1 is similar to the traditional, teacher-directed method that students
are accustomed to. This reduces the initial stress of using the new technology. This methodical
variant is most suitable for primary students. According to the psychophysiological
characteristics of this age group, the teacher should have a leading role in the learning process.
For lower secondary and secondary students, this methodical variant can be used in case that:
• studied physical, chemical, biological or natural phenomena cannnot be directly
observed;
• experiments are dangerous for students to perform themselves.
The following problems may occur:
• Some students cannot succeed in watching the entire multimedia resource. This may be
due to the following reasons:
- on different tablet models the multimedia resources downloads with different
speed
- slower pace of work of some students
• Some students need more time to accustom to specific characteristics of the used mobile
device and to find the optimal scanning distance for the QR code.
That is why we recommend the number of resources to be one (maximum two), within
a lesson.
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In methodical variant 2 the QR codes are printed on separate worksheet, prepared by
the teacher according to the lesson theme. For each QR code from the worksheet, there are
several questions or tasks. Their purpose is:
• to examine what students have understood;
• to help students to consolidate the basic concepts and relationships from the lesson
Students work individually or in pairs. The teacher gives certain fixed period of time to
students to watch a digital resource and to accomplish the associated tasks from the worksheet.
After the expiry of this time period students collectively check the answers and if it is necessary
the teacher gives some clarification. In this methodical variant the teacher has a leading role in
the learning process, because he sets the pace of work. Unlike methodical variant 1, here is
reinforced independent work of students. Students watch the multimedia resource associated
with the QR code, read the tasks, answer the questions and then participate in a teacher-led
discussion. One of advantages of this methodical variant is that students get immediate
feedback from the teacher after completion of the tasks, relevant to particular QR code.
This methodical variant is most suitable for lower secondary students because:
• Students from this age group begin to have positive attitude toward tasks that stimulates
their cognitive activity and encourage their independent work. This methodical variant
can train students on individual or collaborative work.
• The immediate feedback from the teacher is very useful especially when students do
not have much experience in independent work.
Lower secondary students are easily distracted. That is why we recommend the number
of resources to be one (maximum two), within a lesson.
Similarly to the previous methodical variant, in methodical variant 3 the QR codes are
printed on worksheets, but the organization of the learning process is different. Students watch
the digital resources and perform all the tasks from the worksheet (individually or in pairs). At
the end of the lesson they collectively check the answers and correct the mistakes. The main
advantages of this variant are:
• Students work independently during the whole lesson. Only at the end of the lesson the
teacher summarizes the results.
• Here is used the main advantage of mobile devices - each student can follow own pace
of learning.
Our recommendation is to use methodical variant 3 in secondary students’ education.
It is consistent with the age and maturity of students, their experience in using mobile devices,
experience in self-study and collaborative learning.
Importance of the proposed didactic model
The developed didactic model for using QR codes in education combines an appropriate
educational technology, consistent with the used mobile applications and developed learning
resources. Its application in the learning process stimulates students’ interest and cognitive
activity, which increases their motivation in learning.
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INTEGRATING QR CODES IN EDUCATION BY USING
mRIDGE APPLICATIONS: TEACHER’S GUIDE
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Integrating QR Codes in Education by Using mRIDGE
Applications: Teacher’s Guide
Introduction
This teacher’s guide provides step-by-step instructions for how to integrate QR codes in
education by using mRIDGE Applications.
Creating pages with QR-Codes with mRIDGE manager
Once you have prepared your lesson plan (See Appendix 1 for sample lesson plans) and chosen
the multimedia resources, you can start creating pages with QR codes by using mRIDGE
manager.
If you haven’t already downloaded it, you can use the following links:
for Windows: http://mridge.dipseil.net/mRIDGE_Manager.zip
for Mac OS X: http://mridge.dipseil.net/mRIDGE_Manager.dmg
After you have downloaded it on your computer, you will need a valid server registration to
upload multimedia materials to the server. To obtain one, please contact mmilev@dipseil.net.
To start creating pages with QR codes:
1. From the menu bar of the main screen of mRIDGE manager application (fig. 1) choose Page
in order to configure the page, on which QR codes will be printed.

Fig. 1. The main window of mRIDGE Manager
You have two options: New Blank Page or New Page with Background (fig. 2). Choose the
second option if you want to place an image as background of the page. This background won’t
be printed on the transparent foil. It only serves as a visual guide to position the QR codes
better on the page. The image will be automatically scaled to the defined page dimensions.
2. After you have chosen one of the above mentioned two options, you must define the page
width and height (fig. 3). Please note, that each dimension in the mRIDGE manager application
is specified in millimeters [mm]. The default parameters correspond to the A4 portrait format.
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Fig. 2. Page menu items

Fig. 3. New Page settings window
Once the page is initialized the application window will resize correspondingly. You will see
either a blank, white page, or the background image you’ve chosen.
3. The next step is to upload your videos. From Video menu choose Upload Video (fig. 4).
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Fig.4. Video menu items
4. In the dialog window that shows up, you have to enter a valid username and a password (fig.
5).

Fig. 5. Server login window
5. Once you have successfully logged in, you have to choose a multimedia material. Only
*.mp4 video materials are currently supported by the software. After you have chosen an *.mp4
file, confirm your selection. A dialog window shows up where you can enter a video title and
select a screenshot time (fig.6). The title and the screenshot will be shown in a message box to
the student, once his device has scanned the QR code.
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Fig.6. Type Video title window
After pressing OK button you will see a status bar during the file upload. Once a video has
been uploaded, it can either be deleted or a QR code can be generated for it:
•
•

To delete a video from the server, from the menu Video choose Remove video. You can
only remove videos that you have uploaded, but cannot remove videos of other teachers.
To add a QR code to your page, choose Add QR Code for Video from Page menu. You
can choose any multimedia material that is uploaded to the server, no matter who has
uploaded it. Once a video is selected, specify the width/height of the QR code (fig.7).
Please note, that QR codes are always quadratic - width is equal to height.

Fig. 7. Select Video window
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After you have pressed OK, the server will generate a QR code. It will be automatically placed
in the top left corner of the page. You can drag the QR code around and place it wherever you
want (fig. 8).

Fig.8. Adjusting QR code position
If you want to remove a QR code from the page, right-click over it and select Delete QR Code.
To resize a QR code you can right-click on it and select Properties (fig. 9).
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Fig.9. Properties menu of a QR code
Once you have done adding and positioning the QR codes, you can export this page as a PDF
file. For this purpose use Page/Export as PDF. Now you can print your PDF file by using your
PDF reader.
Scanning QR codes with mRIDGE Mobile App
The last step of the process for integrating QR codes in education is to scan the codes with
mRIDGE Mobile App. mRIDGE Mobile App is used for scanning QR codes. It must be
installed on students’ mobile devices. mRIDGE Mobile App is available for iPhone, iPad and
Android. You can download it from:
Google Play Store (for Android devices)
Apple App Store (for iPhone, iPad)
Here are step by step instructions on how to use mRIDGE Mobile App:
1. After installing the application on your mobile device, you will see its icon - the logo of the
mRIDGE project (fig. 10), either on your home screen and/or in the applications menu. Tap
the icon to launch the application.
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Fig. 10. mRIDGE icon
2. After successful start, you will see the viewfinder of your rear-facing camera. To scan the
QR code you have to point the camera at the QR code generated with the mRIDGE manager
application. If the camera is not on focus, tap once on the screen.
3. Once the application has read the QR code, the student sees the title and the screenshot of
the multimedia material (fig.11).

Fig.11. Short information about the multimedia material
4. If you want to watch the material - press the Play button.
The application will download and decrypt the multimedia material (fig.12), and then play it
on the device (fig.13). While watching the video, you can stop it anytime by double-tapping
on the screen.
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Fig.12. Downloading and decrypting the video

Fig.13. Playback of the multimedia material
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Appendix I
Teaching “Man and Nature”, Grade 4 (10-11 years students) with the use of QR codes
Sample Lesson Plans
Lesson Plan “Solar system”
Lesson title: Solar system
Time: 40 min
Goals:
• define the terms: star, planet and satellite
• know the difference between a star and a planet
• list the planets of the Solar system
• know the position of Earth in Solar system and its neighbor planets
• develop skills of observing and describing
• develop skills of comparing and summarizing
• develop interest in studying natural phenomena, particularly astronomy
Materials: textbook and workbook “Man and Nature” (Grade 4), transparencies with printed QR codes,
multimedia learning resources associated with QR codes
Lesson structure
“Do you know what the following names mean - Mars, Jupiter, Venus, Mercury, Saturn?”
“These are planets that are close to our planet Earth.”
“When you look up at the sky at night, what do you see?”
“Can you see the Sun at night?”
“Do you know that the Sun is also a star?”
“In this lesson you will learn about the celestial bodies and more specifically about those that form a group
called Solar System.”
The lesson title is announced and written on the board.
The teacher gives instructions to students how to work with tablets and QR codes.
Students scan the QR code and watch the multimedia material called “Solar system” associated with it.
Before the first scanning the teacher asks and writes on the board the following questions about the topic:
“What do you learn about the Sun? What kind of celestial body is the Sun? What the Sun is made of?”
“Can you list the planets that orbit the Sun?”
Every student should choose a planet to tell about.
Students write the following lesson plan on page 12 of their workbooks (the teacher writes the plan on the
board):
1. Sun – a star that generates own light.
2. Planet - a celestial body that does not emit heat and light.
3. Satellite - any celestial body orbiting around a planet.
4. Solar system.
Students complete the following tasks from their workbooks:
Task 1: The teacher writes on the board and the definitions of terms: asteroid, comet, meteor, meteorite.
Asteroid - a planet-like celestial body orbiting our Sun. It is much smaller than a planet.
Comet - a small celestial body in the Solar system mainly composed of ice and dust that grow tails
when they approach the sun.
Meteor - the visual phenomenon seen when a solid body enters the Earth's atmosphere.
Meteorite - a chunk of rock or iron which passes through Earth's atmosphere and survives impact with
the ground.
Artificial satellite - a human-made object, placed into orbit around Earth or another celestial body.
Task 2: Students work independently. After completing the task, their answers are discussed.
Task 3: Students complete the task, after scanning the QR code and watching the video one more time.
Task 4: Homework
Two additional tasks, written on the board:
Task1: Which is…in our Solar system?
The largest planet
Jupiter
The smallest planet
Mercury
The hottest planet
Venus /500˚/
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The coldest planet
The farthest planet
The planet with the largest number of natural
satellites
The planet with the most liquid water
The planet with the highest volcano

Uranus /-225˚/
Neptune
Saturn
Earth
Mars

Task 2: Find the hidden words.
tasr (star)
natpel (planet)
leastitel (satellite)
laygax (galaxy)
mocte (comet)
diasoter (asteroid)
Summary: The Solar system includes the Sun, the planets that orbit it and their satellites.

Lesson Plan “Life in the Park”

Lesson title: Life in the Park
Time: 40 min
Goals:
• know the characteristics of the park and understand its importance for people
• identify different plants and animals that can be seen in the park
• know relationships and dependences among them
• develop responsible environmental behavior
Materials: textbook and workbook “Man and Nature” (Grade 4), transparencies with printed QR codes,
multimedia learning resources associated with QR codes, audio recording of different sounds that can be heard
in the park
Lesson structure
The lesson begins with a didactic game “Guess the sounds”. The students listen to an audio recording of
different sounds that can be heard in the park.
“Listen to the audio record and tell me where these sounds can be heard!”
“Why some sounds can be heard both in forests and parks?”
“What's the difference between a park and a forest?”
“Where do we create parks?”
“Why do we create parks?”
“This lesson you will learn about plants and animals that can be seen in parks and will identify relationships
between them.“
The lesson title is announced and written on the board.
Lesson plan:
1. Main characteristics of the parks.
2. Plants in the parks.
3. Animals in the parks.
4. Awareness about parks.
“Many plant species are grown in parks. The air is clean. That's why people like walking there. Many animals
can be seen in the parks. Walks in parks are pleasant and useful. Parks are man-made landscapes.”
“What kind of plants can be seen in parks?” /Answers: trees, bushes and grasses/
“List some trees!” / Answers: chestnut, lime, oak, sycamore/
“List some bushes!” /Answers: forsythia, spirea, lilac/
“Look at the flowers on page 74 of your textbooks and name them!” /Answers: violet, petunia, celosia/
Didactic game: Match the items on the right with the items on the left.
Trees:
Bushes:
Grasses:

sycamore, forsythia, violet, oak, lime, lilac, petunia,
spirea, begonia
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Conclusion: Various plants can be seen in the parks. There are trees, bushes and grasses. Areas in parks,
planted with various types of rose species, are called rose garden or rosarium. There are also decorative ponds
with beautiful water lilies.
“List some animals that can be seen in parks!”
“Look at the pictures on pages 74 and 75 of your textbooks and name some of them!”
“Do you want to hear the nightingale's song?”
The teacher gives instructions to students how to work with tablets and QR codes.
Students scan the QR code and watch the multimedia material called “Nightingale's song” associated with it.
Before the first scanning the teacher asks the following question about the topic:
“Describe the nightingale!”
“Did you enjoy its song? Have you ever heard its song in the park?”
Have you ever seen any mammals in the parks? Name some of them!”
Conclusion: Various birds and mammals can be seen in the parks.
Summary: Parks are man-made landscapes where people go to relax. Many plants and animals can be seen
there. People must take care of parks.

Lesson Plan “Life in the marshes”

Lesson title: Life in the marshes
Time: 40 min
Goals:
• learn about environmental conditions in stagnant water basins
• learn about plants and animals in marshes and their specific adaptations for this environment
• develop skills of observing and describing
• develop skills of comparing and summarizing
• identify relationships and interactions between non-living and living things
Materials: textbook and workbook “Man and Nature” (Grade 4), transparencies with printed QR codes,
multimedia learning resources associated with QR codes, PowerPoint presentation with photos of different
plants and animals that can be seen near marshes
Lesson structure
The lesson begins with a didactic game “Guess the words”.
verir-river
kela-lake
ase-sea
neaco-ocean
shram-marsh
adm kela-dam lake
“Which water basins are freshwater? Which ones are saltwater?”
“Can you classify these water basins according to other properties?”
Conclusion: The water basins can be small and large; freshwater and saltwater; artificial and natural.
“In which of these basins the water is stagnant?” /Answer: marshes/
“This lesson you will learn about plants and animals that can be seen in marshes and will identify relationships
between them.“
The lesson title is announced and written on the board.
Lesson plan:
1. Main characteristics of marshes as a living environment.
2. Plants in the marshes.
3. Animals in the marshes.
4. Relationships between plants and animals living in the marshes.
“Can you name some plants that can be seen near marshes?”
Powerpoint presentation with pictures of different plants that can be seen near marshes (bulrush, reed and marsh
snowdrop) are shown to the students.
“What adaptations have these plants developed?” / Answer: Their roots are firmly in the mud, but their leaves
and stems are above the water./
“Can you name some plants that live in the water?”
Pictures of water lily, water lens and algae are shown.
“What adaptations have these plants developed?” /Answer: They have poorly developed root system and
flexible stems. Algae lack the true stems, leaves or roots./
Can you name some animals that live in the marshes?”
Pictures of frogs, geese, ducks, swans are shown to the students.
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What adaptations have these animals developed?”/Answer: Frogs - have membranous webbing between their
toes. The webbing on the feet aids in swimming. Geese, ducks, swans – build their nests in the reeds; have
webbed feet; their body looks like a boat; when these birds are swimming their feathers stay dry. The oil comes
from a special place near the tail. When the birds spread the oil over their feathers it makes the feathers
waterproof./
“Have you ever heard about a special kind of predaceous water beetles?
The teacher gives instructions to students how to work with tablets and QR codes.
Students scan the QR code and watch the multimedia material called “Water beetle” associated with it.
Before scanning the teacher asks and writes on the board the following questions:
“Which basic life processes does the water beetle from the video perform?”
“Describe what the water beetle eats and how it catches its food.“
Didactic game: Who eats what?
water snake - frogs
water beetle - tadpoles
carp - worms and insect larvae
water birds - frogs, snails, water snakes.
Didactic game: Imagine that you are journalists-wizards and you can take an interview with a water beetle.
What are you going to ask him? Ask some questions about its life.
Summary: There are relationships and inter-dependencies among plants and animals in the marshes.
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REPORT- ANALYSIS
FOR THE RESULTS FROM THE IMPLEMENTED
ACTIVITIES UNDER THE mRIDGE PROJECT
(Pilot results of “Geo Milev” Primary school, Sadovo, Bulgaria )
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REPORT- ANALYSIS
FOR THE RESULTS FROM THE IMPLEMENTED ACTIVITIES
(First scenario “Enhancing of interactivity in teaching of Roma children
using mobile devices)
The main objective of the "MRIDGE" project is to attract and retain Roma pupils in school
through the attractiveness, innovation and visualization through "added reality" technology.
Naturally behind this goal is also the goal of supporting the work of a teacher working with
marginalized groups for whom education is not a priority. The acquisition of mobile devices
compensates for the lack of technology for Roma students and the use of digital resources
involves the group in the contemporary context of the information society. Since the target
group is not homogeneous and there are several subgroups /Roma children whose families are
in extreme isolation and self-exclusion, Roma children from families involved in different
forms of integration, Roma children whose families are fully integrated and Bulgarian children
whose families have high demands on the educational process/, the implementation of the
project in the school presupposes a high degree of natural mediation and thus probably
preserves the sustainability of the idea. The feeling of a child living in extreme poverty that it
can be equated with others is essentially overcoming the imbalance in the group and leads to
an increase in motivation and therefore a guarantee of the progress of integrative processes.
A few years before the start of the project, the school set as its main strategic goal the
improvement of the educational environment through the ICT (Information and
communications technology), qualification and implementation of the idea of equality in the
differences. The proposal of Plovdiv University for inclusion in the teaching of mobile
technologies over-accentuated the strategy, and after the end of the experiments, it
reformulated our overall strategic thinking by bringing the pedagogical team into a completely
new, contemporary and open-minded technology and innovation environment. Thus, the main
goal is no longer to improve, but to unleash the educational environment. The very notion of
educational environment no longer only fits within the school's boundaries - classroom, school
corridors, school library, science lab, but also family, sports club, and not last the student’s
mobile phone. Pedagogical thought gradually began to perceive learning material not as a
filling for the 45-minute lesson but as a part of communicating with students at all. That's why
the phone is no longer an obstacle that needs to be removed. The teacher, not only the
participant in the experiment, stopped thinking of the cell phone as an enemy, but as a tool in
the educational process. The reaction when using a mobile phone in class is usually no longer
"Give your phone! You do not have the right to use the phone in class!", and so on, but "Okay,
get out of Facebook and see what I'm going to show you" or "Find me, please ... " Of course
this is the broader extremely useful for both parties in the educational process effect. In doing
so, pedagogues, perhaps overtaking the norm and suggesting the path of change, have changed
their attitude towards testing, evaluating and analysing the results. The almost unchanging for
years average student grade result, according to state educational requirements or state
educational standards, is no longer recognized as the only criterion for progress, but school
measurements for the success are sought for the success of the group compared to the
community, i.e. the project has proven that measurement of progress requires other than
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standard approaches and perhaps more than one measurement criterion and more than one
measurement scale. This is a very good motivating factor for the team because it demonstrates
the impunity of the efforts and recognizes the progress made in the training and qualification
of the staff. Furthermore, it is not without significance that the experimental model of the
project, which was tested in the classes of science such as Man and nature and Physics and
astronomy, had a positive effect on the other disciplines, and on the attitude and motivation of
the entire pedagogical staff, enhancing the digital competencies and creating a pursuit of
dynamic learning content.
Along with these, in fact, side-effects of the project, significant progress has been made in the
natural science education process as regards both pupils and teachers. However, before the
results arrived and their analysis was possible, the project in the school had to go through
several phases:
1. Analysis of the environment and acquaintance of the team with the project.
2. Preparing to use the technology.
3. Phase of the experiment.
4. Final stage / analysis of the results.
Analysis of the environment
The analysis of the environment involved several aspects:
1. The readiness of the school as technology;
2. The readiness of the teaching staff as a technical training and as a psychological acceptance
of the challenge;
3. Determining the characteristics of the group of Roma pupils and suggesting the elements
that could be influenced by the experiment;
As analytical tools were used questionnaires, discussions, and the annual reports of class
teachers for previous school years and the 2015/2016 school year was the benchmark for
determining the psychological-pedagogical characteristics of pupils from V to VII grade
included in project activities measured on a "high", "medium", "low" scale at the discretion of
the pedagogical specialists in the school. Undoubtedly, the measurable indicators, such as
average grade result and number of unexcused absences, were traced over the months of
experimentation on subjects in the natural sciences cycle.
In the preparation of the pupils' profile, for which a discussion among the pedagogical staff is
used, several problems have emerged, which are a major obstacle to the advancement of the
educational process. First of all, this is the low educational level of the whole community, part
of which is the pupils in the school. The main problem is the lack of knowledge or poor
knowledge of Bulgarian. This creates a problem for the learning content of all subjects.
Compensation is related to the search for attractiveness and imagery. The community is
encapsulated and not integrated into society as a whole. 90% of the group lives in extreme
poverty, too far from healthy and hygienic order. In most cases, both parents are unemployed
and have no education, rely on their families' livelihoods for social benefits and occasional
temporary employment. The pattern of living is a profaned patriarchal - crowded families,
where children are of different marriages and where the family feeling is replaced by a sense
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of belonging to the community. It can be said that there are processes of social self-isolation in
the community. The lack of recognition of universal and common European values such as
learning, democracy, civil spirit, law and the quite specific application of concepts such as
freedom, democracy, tolerance and solidarity create a very special status of the group and create
too complex model to apply in the Bulgarian educational reality. The legal non-recognition of
the group for being a different one creates a problem for the adaptation of existing educational
models to the psychological-pedagogical characteristics of the community. Measurement of
achievement within and outside the group is incommensurable. As a whole, the educational
results are low - for the school year 2015/2016, for example, the average success rate is 4.01,
the number of pupils remaining in the same class for another year - 18, dropped at age up to 16
years – 1, over the age of 16 - 2, and the number of unexcused absences - 3969 or an average
of 18 absences per pupil /the criterion is incorrect because many absentees are accumulated by
students dropped out of school or threatened with dropping out, but are indicative of the degree
of neglect of the learning process/. The reasons are in the low discipline, the peculiarities of
motivation, the undeveloped ability to self-regulate behaviour. The family as the main
motivation factor, and adequate self-esteem is lacking. Generally, family is not a community
value. Pupils with one parent are 13, raised by relatives - 3, behind others of the same age –
16, at a total number of students 70. There are no examples of public activity. Social reflection
occurs only in the case of violation of personal interests. At the same time, children have a high
degree of empathy and a strong desire to create authority. The group is open to innovation, but
it has a very peculiar understanding of modernity - for example, if a technological solution
requires too much effort to derive only a cultural benefit from it, it is rejected. Roma children
have a highly developed object-figurative thinking and are difficult to move towards abstractlogical thinking. Therefore, the transition from primary to lower secondary education is very
difficult. The tight purely scientific content of the individual subjects does not provoke an
intellectual effort, but a denial of learning and often leads to secondary illiteracy and often
dropping out of school. It is particularly difficult for teachers to adapt the curriculum. In this
sense, technological expansion, presented in a light and fun way, would help to gradually break
down patterns that deny education as a value. Observations of work-based specialists, tests and
controls on individual subjects indicate that students have difficulty coping with causal links
from purely textual information, whether oral or written. Much easier for them is to draw
conclusions in practical demonstrations, added to text images, and they like illustrations. They
are eager to present presentations and short films with sound, which significantly increases the
rate of memorizing information.
It is important to mention that both sides of the educational process - pupils and teachers - have
shown readiness for change and extremely high readiness for innovation. As far as pedagogues
are concerned, the school has provided for each of them multimedia, laptop, seven interactive
boards, of which four are mobile, one hundred percent Wi-Fi coverage, and the project
provided additionally four laptops, 20 tablets, 20 Headsets, multimedia projector. The use of
electronic textbooks, multimedia presentations and other electronic resources is not a novelty
for the school. It is a practice for educators to exchange experiences in the use of multimedia
and interactive boards, to create databases with electronic resources by subjects. The team is
gradually passing IT training in the process of teaching. The school has a well-organized
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mechanism for exchange of experience. This is a good basis for further development. The
school management tolerates going out of the boundaries of the hyperstructure of the learning
process and the avoidance of too much conceptual order which lead to creativity and
intuitiveness quenching and the distancing from the practical applicability of knowledge. In
this sense, the implementation of "add-on reality" technology was conceived as a way to bring
pedagogues beyond traditional methodical models dominated by the desire to memorize
formulas, definitions, and reproduction of information.
On the other hand, it should be noted that the students are from families with extremely low
social and educational status and the possibility to use modern technologies and technological
solutions in them is extremely low. As the first survey on the personal, and home conditions
for the use of information technologies, 46 out of 70 children do not have a phone, a tablet, or
a laptop, and 55 do not have Internet at home. That is, much of the children have the opportunity
for access to technology society only through the school. This was also used before the start of
the school project in order to attract children, but on its own, without any connection to the
learning process in each subject and without the possibility of development, it is insufficient.
Therefore, the idea of the University of Plovdiv's project to illustrate the textbook and transform
it into a dynamic system for managing individual attitudes through mobility has pushed away
the educational process from its staticity and suggested the supposed lack of opportunity to
rearrange, enrich and visualize parts of the study material according to the possibilities And
student attitudes.
In order to measure the effect of the project not only in terms of marks in the form of
average grade result and number of absences, but also through analysis of motivation,
questionnaires were prepared at school level, which 70 students completed before and at the
end of the experiment (Appendix 1). The survey at the beginning of the project raised questions
about students' attitudes towards learning, as well as questions aimed at correcting the
discrepancy rate in the responses due to lack of understanding the question or spontaneous
answer, given that the target group is extremely inert and therefore incorrect when submitting
information. Based on the understanding that individual subjects cannot independently create
motivation facilities for themselves, the questionnaire also raised questions related to the
irradiation of the methods used on the attitude to the learning process as a whole. The analysis
of the survey showed firstly that the students did not perceive the questionnaire as being bound
to a particular task and answered the questions outside any context, rather emotional, which is
actually good in the sense of lack of precondition of the results. What is clear is that children
are not impressed by the learning process. It is perceived as a mandatory part of his life, but
not necessarily needed. Students would like the school to be a place where nothing is done but
where it is interesting. In their responses, the children have suggested that too high a degree of
science and conceptuality hampers awareness and interpretation of the practical aspects of
knowledge. The task of the mridge project is to accurately re-accentuate these aspects and,
through visualization and attractiveness, to create conditions for enhancing competencies.
When presenting the project to the pedagogical team, the task of the lower secondary
school teachers who did not participate directly in the project experiments was to acquaint their
colleagues with the technological decisions and, if possible, to trace whether there is an effect
on the subjects they teach. The participants in the experiments were asked to use the "added
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reality" technology not to replace the other interactive elements of the educational process. The
goal is for mobile technologies to integrate organically into the learning process by organizing
an interactive environment around them.
Preparing to use the technology
During the preparatory period, the teachers of Man and Nature and Physics and Astronomy
acquainted with the model of the "added reality" technology and, together with the Methodists
of the Plovdiv University, prepared a plan for the implementation of the experiment. Thus,
teachers first chose 20 lessons of the subject Man and Nature and 10 lessons in Physics and
Astronomy, on which content to select multimedia resources, respectively. It was decided that
some of the resources contained text and voice, and others only a voice. Teachers were free in
choosing digital resources - text, image, audio, video, 3-D models. The time of one video is no
more than 7-8 minutes, so after the application administrator processes the material, the
finished product lasts for no more than 3-4 minutes, and in one lesson should use no more than
three videos. Teachers were trained to upload the finished product to the server that serves the
application and generate a QR-code which is printed on paper that is attached to the textbook.
On the mobile device, a specialized program is uploaded in advance, which, after scanning by
the camera's QR code, activates the relevant audio-visual and multimedia content and becomes
visible on the tablet's display. All lessons are for new knowledge and the teachers have prepared
the script-scenarios /Appendix 2 – sample developed study materials/. Each scenario plan
contains objectives, expected results, and a suggested course of lesson describing the activity
of the teacher and the activity of the students. Working with text is not neglected, also the use
of visual materials, participation in experiments, etc. In each lesson instructions by the teacher
are foreseen regarding working with mobile device. Some of the lessons taught using tablets,
will be video recorded for the purpose of the results analysis.
Estimated according to the level of classes, each unit offers one problematic question related
to the extraction of information by the students. It is usually related to the introduction of new
knowledge. It is precisely with the problem that the tablet should be used. At a later stage of
the project, when they found that in some of the classes there was a possibility of higher
dynamics and need for a differentiated increase of the information, the pedagogues included
additional videos and corresponding tasks related to them. Initially, however, the videos were
selected to bring new knowledge. In this respect, it was decided to use two approaches. In the
first, used in Man and Nature classes, a question was asked before using the digital resource to
the children, to which they were looking for an answer in the video, and then they talked and
drew conclusions. In this approach, the attention of the children is pre-directed and their
thinking is organized around the making of logical connections and conclusions. In the second
approach used in some of the Physics and Astronomy classes, the teacher introduces a problem
through examples, assists students to draw conclusions from them, then offers them a video
that is being discussed, and the students confirm the findings. This approach relies on
interpretation, which is a different type of information handling skill. To this approach is added
the assignment of a practical work experience at home, with the experience being displayed on
the tablet. The two approaches rely on different kinds of attention and aim at different types of
skills. The aim is to determine which of the two ways of presenting the electronic resource is
more appropriate for the particular group. In this connection, some of the lessons learned using
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tablets were video recorded. The analysis made at the end of the experiments showed that it is
best to alternate the two approaches, on the one hand because they form and exercise different
skills, and on the other hand because they meet the different inherent attitudes of the students.
Experimental phase
Conducting experiments began with students' training on tablet work. One lesson was used to
explain the technology. The majority of children cope quickly, a small part have more
difficulties, but they were also helped by the teacher and the other students. The difficulties are
mainly related to focusing the camera code and finding and starting the program, as well as
overcoming the stress of the new by children who do not have a laptop or computer at home
and do not have a phone. The children accepted the experiment with extreme enthusiasm.
However, the first one or two hours showed that students are working at different speeds, need
a different amount of repetitions, and this creates noise that prevents faster users from using
the time for other tasks, and so headphones have been added to the tablets. This calmed down
the environment and optimized the lessons. Gradually the students learned to start the
application themselves, wait for the decryption of the multimedia material, stop when they
needed the video, to start repeating parts or all of the material.
At the same time, teachers also learned how to optimize the learning process – in which part
of the lesson it is best to use mobile devices, how to deal with students who are faster to avoid
leaving them bored, and to use the time purposefully, what volume of learning material can be
included in a video, how to match the use of tablets with other interactive teaching methods.
An exceptionally suitable combination of methods was the use of tablets in an outdoor
classroom. This double liberation of the learning process brings it out of its "importance" and
"deliberation". Thus mobility and easy portability of the devices proved to be one of their most
valuable features. Time, place, and volume of material are not a problem for the teacher, and
he/she can very flexibly and with a sense of the needs of the specific students to dynamize the
material from the textbook. That is, the teacher can adapt the level of the textbook accordingly
to the students' abilities and thus increase the accessibility of the textbook himself. It is no
secret that much of the information in the textbooks is presented in a very complex syntactic
and stylistic way for the Roma students. In other words, it is incomprehensible to children, and
they gradually refuse to use their textbooks at all. However, the QR code attached to a page of
a particular lesson makes things different - incomprehensible information comes alive,
definitions become pictures and experiments, and the subsequent reading of the lesson is now
different. Students respond more easily to the questions of the teacher, make conclusions easier,
orientate more easily in the matter, and seek the practical benefit of knowledge. It is remarkable
that the children themselves, apparently in need of an inner necessity, start to play the material
several times. An interesting phenomenon has also emerged - the children themselves, without
the teacher's prompting, start helping each other to play the video, fix the camera on the device,
and they go further - start commenting, and explaining to each other what they saw, what they
understood, and whether this was the answer to the teacher's question. For each pedagogue,
this is an extremely valuable moment, because it is the beginning of an unintentional,
unintended process of real group work. The percentage of time spend by the teacher speaking
significantly drops. The percentage of actual student work in the class is increased. Children
begin to develop skills for gathering facts and handling information of a different type.
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Listening comprehension skills are improved because spoken text information is illustrated,
and this is a way to improve language skills. The ability to comment and argue an opinion
significantly improve. Amazingly many for the group are the memorized terms and concepts
as well as the emergence instead of the explicit refusal to even pronounce, let alone use them,
is the desire to explain them.
We should also note the fact that in working with Roma students homework is a highly
ineffective method. In most cases, homework simply does not happen, so educators simply do
not use it. During the experiments, however, a model was also tested, asking for a type of
homework that is related to asking a certain question or to a home-based experiment with the
multimedia resource. It turned out that most of the children were thinking about homework,
and on the next lesson they themselves asked the teacher to ask them for their answers. This
means that the lesson has provoked the interest of the children and has succeeded in provoking
a thought process. Among other things, the teacher can determine the volume of information,
the way of presentation, quickly reorder the program changes not reflected in the textbook,
differentiate the information for the different groups of children – those with expressed interest
in the given subject and others with difficulties, not interested in the material, lagging behind
their peers, as well as children, quickly assimilating the taught knowledge. In this respect, the
teachers' meeting with their colleagues from the Special School for Students with Hearing
Impairment "Prof. Dr. Stoyan Belinov" in Plovdiv and the Special Secondary School "St.
Mina" in Craiova, Romania, was very useful. Facing another type of risk, suggesting other
approaches, actually suggested many methodological subtleties and convinced the pedagogues
that working with children with special educational needs could provide too much specificity
to the work with children with special educational needs. For example, playing both sound and
text into multimedia videos and the temporary just textual presentation of the material increases
concentration and provokes curiosity in children. The selection of 3-D resources increases
accessibility in many cases, and is perceived extremely well by students with the lowest
educational potential, increasing the interest in learning content and hence the learning process
at all. That is, it became clear that in just one 3-4 minute electronic resource, with quite good
understanding of the needs, too much information could be input, much of which does not
require an intellectual effort as it concerns the intuitive perceptions of man. It is important that
the information is properly organized according to needs. Pedagogues were convinced that
digital resources offer a huge amount of opportunities for impact by combining sound, colour,
spatial effects. Creating a base of such resources in different subjects would help educators in
different types of schools to organize their work according to the needs of the children. Thus,
teachers became convinced of the importance of the accessibility of the educational content,
how much necessary for the end result is to adapt the educational resource to the specific needs.
Educators enriched their psychological and pedagogical skills, increased their social
competencies, became convinced how much important element for the work with children was
co-operation at all levels - management, colleagues, students, family, appreciated the
importance of leadership habits and the need to be informed, more creative, in order to meet
today's educational requirements.
Results analysis
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After the end of the experiment, the results were analysed, the benefits for the school and for
the pupils themselves were drawn. For this purpose, the results of the two surveys at the school
level were compared, on the one hand the one concerning the pupils, and on the other hand the teachers, the results were compared of the teachers’ reports for the first and second school
term, regarding average grade result and absences; a second discussion was held with the
pedagogical specialists to draw out the psychological and pedagogical characteristics of the
students and to compare them with pre-experiment data.
The comparison of the data from the two surveys with the students showed a significant change
in attitudes. Changes are also observed in the attitudes of teachers (Appendix 3). The fact was
also verified and confirmed in the analysis of the pedagogical specialists’ survey. That is, both
sides of the education process believe that tablet use has significantly improved the results. If,
prior to the experiment, students predominated in the opinion that the lessons are rather dull
and their benefit is too small that the school is a dull necessity that we are trying to escape, then
at the end of the experiment it is clear that students can and are interested in school, as long as
it is interesting to them, as it has been the case with the classes of Man and Nature and Physics
and Astronomy. The use of mobile technologies has changed the attitude towards knowledge,
changed the motivation of both students and teachers. The learning process after the
introduction of "added reality" technology has become not just acceptable but has prompted
interest, replaced, or rather postponed "authority" like Facebook, music hits, and so on. That
is, tablets in class managed to make pupils concentrated, to motivate them to participate in the
learning process.
This is also evidenced by the comparison of measurable indicators:
1. Average grades

V
V
VI
VII

Average grades
1st term
2,75
3.39
3,39
3,41

Absences
1st term
17
7
14
7

2nd term
3,38
3.67
4,05
3,88

2nd term
5
3
5
1

It can definitely be said that the project has influenced the attendance and the interest to a great
extent in the subjects of natural sciences. It is obvious that the time of the experiment is too
limited to have a significant influence on the grade results of the students, but it can be said
that the group has also improved this indicator. However, progress is primarily due to the
changing attitudes and to pedagogical specialists, and to the students and indirectly to their
families, which is confirmed by the changes in the psychological and pedagogical
characteristics of the students.
Criteria

Persistence
attention

of

the

Pre-experiment
level

criterion

low
х

high

average

Level of occurrence of
the criterion following
the science experiment
low
average high
х
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Level of occurrence of the
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after
the
experiment on all subjects
low
average high
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Persistence of the
knowledge
Work rate
Learning rate
Interest
in
new
knowledge
Expression of aptitudes
Initiative
Discipline
Sociability
Emotionality
Empathy
Tolerance
Confidence
Adequacy of selfassessment
Requirements to the
environment
Requirements
to
themselves,
incl.
appearance, health
Family support
Interaction with other
members of the team
Readiness
for
partnership
Satisfaction
Activity
Work habits

х

х

х

х
х
х

х
х

х

х
х

х
х

х

х
х

х
х
х

х
х

x

х

х
х
х
х

х
х
х
х
х

х
х

х

х

х

х
х

х
х

х

х
х
х
х
х

х
х

х

х

х
х

х

х

х

х

х
х

х
х
х

х

In general, we can say that the use of mobile devices in the training of disadvantaged children
and the creation of digital educational resources for them moves the integration of the group
considerably ahead. It is not exaggerated to say that the use of the combination of device
mobility and digital educational resource improves socio-cultural competence, leading to a
greater understanding and considering of information. The introduction of innovation relies on
the positive emotional perception of novelties in technology, especially in children whose
social situation deprives them of the many privileges of an information society. The methodical
context that creates "add-on reality" technology is too close to a gaming situation that responds
very precisely to the conception of the world of the Roma child. The effort to perceive and
work with information seems to be lacking because the new knowledge has been made
attractive. One of the unexpected beneficial influences of the project is on the communication
of the group and the pursuit of awareness. Without any influence on the part of the teacher, the
children created groups of mutual help and discussed the videos they presented, told the other
teachers the lessons learned in the science lessons. Impressive is the change in four pupil
characteristics that are fundamental to success in the learning process: "persistence of the
attention", "interaction with other members of the team", "readiness for partnership" and
"activity". The greatest is the change in the natural sciences classes where mobile devices are
used. It is also beneficial for pedagogues whose dimensional ideas for the learning process are
freed. From the point of view of the management of the learning process, the benefits are also
positive - the mobile devices and the platform that the project offers for self-education of
pedagogues and the creation of electronic resources is a very economical and budget-friendly
approach to achieving a modern educational environment. The type of work with multimedia
resources offered by the project solves a number of issues related to mastering pedagogues of
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too great differences in the needs of students, including students in the same class.
Differentiating work by offering different digital resources to the various pupils also implies
the easier integration of pupils with special educational needs. Easy access to platform
resources allows an exchange of good practices to be used in the learning process. Educators
have gradually become aware of the enormous difference between using multimedia and an
interactive board and offering electronic resources through a mobile device. On the one hand,
as already mentioned, the easy portability of the device allows for different spatial solutions
for the conduct of the lesson, on the other hand the textbook becomes flexible, undertaking
both novelties and adapting the learning content to different needs and allowing different
groups of pupils at the same time to work with a variety of multimedia resources. The mobile
device optimizes the time by allowing you to take into account the different speed at which
children perceive the learning material and to work simultaneously on different types of
deficits. One of the great merits of the project is the transformation of the student from a passive
into an active participant in the learning process. Accessing independently the educational
material with the mobile device, the child feels significant. The electronic resource, compiled
in a comprehensible and effective way for the group, increases the percentage of memorizing,
activates different senses, influences emotionality and provokes a thought process. No
textbook, including the electronic version, in which they already exist widely, does not offer
such a dynamicisation of the learning content and such a teacher's freedom to interpret the
study material according to the needs of the students. Along with the spatial independence
provided by the mobile device, "added reality" technology has impressive success for the
school. Of course, there are no miracles with regards to the results - a huge leap in success or
the magical extinction of unexcused absences. The effect is tangible for everyone working in
the particular environment, but above all, it concerns the changed emotionality, the re-set
attitudes towards work in both students and teachers. The fact that the project activities are
being discussed in out-of-school environments by students and parents, and that educators are
willing to use technology is a guarantee not just for sustainability but for the development of
the idea.
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Appendix 1
QUESTIONANIRE FOR STUDENTS FROM V – VII GRADE
1. Who is your favourite subject at school? /you can specify more than one answer/
....................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
1. Are you interested in Physics?
А. Yes
B. No
2. Are you interested in Biology?
А. Yes
B. No
3. Do you like to watch science films about space?
A. Yes
B. No
4. And about animals?
A. Yes
B. No
5. Would you watch a film about the light bulb?
A. Yes
B. No
6. Do you like the Biology classes?
A. Yes
B. No
7. And the Physics classes?
A. Yes
B. No
8. What is your last lesson in Biology or Man and Nature?
9. And Physics? ............................................ .................................................. ...............
Do you think about your phone in Man and Nature, Physics and Astronomy classes?
А. You want to call somebody
B. You want to text somebody
C. You want to listen to some music
D. You want to take a look in Facebook
E. You want to read the recent news
F. I don’t think about it at all
10. I don’t listen in class sometimes, because
А. I am bored
B. I do not see where I will use what the teacher says
C. I do not understand anything - only formulas and definitions
11. Another time, it is especially interesting to me because
А. We use computers
B. It is easy and I cope with it
C. The teacher demonstrates well and I understand the application of what is being talked about
12. What in the textbook would make you read the lesson?
А. The story of the teacher on the subject in class
B. Interesting schemes and diagrams
C. Pictures
13. What do you tell your parents at home?
А. What mark did you get and what for?
B. Who gave you a hint in class?
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C. What did you learn and how you can use it?
D. What happened during the break?
E. Who made you angry and why?
14. The reasons to come with pleasure to school are:
А. Not to do anything
B. To be really interesting to me
C. Not to make tests

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS /at the end of the project/
1. Do you like working with tablets in class?
А. yes
B. no
C. sometimes
2. Was it difficult to work with a tablet in science classes?
А. no
Б. yes and I was not getting help
В. yes, but I was getting help
3. How many times do you play the video?
А. once
B. twice
C. more than twice
4. When do you respond more easily to the teacher's questions?
А. when he retells
B. when we read the lesson
C. after we have used the tablet
5. Do you tell your parents and your brothers and sisters at home about what you learned during the
lessons?
А. never
B. often
C. sometimes
6. Do you want to work with a tablet in every class?
А. yes
B. no
7. How long do you want to spend on working with your tablet?
А. 10 minutes
B. 15 minutes
C. 20 minutes
8. Do you think about facebook, music or other things when working with a tablet?
А. yes
B. no
C. sometimes
9. Do you want to use a tablet for other subjects?
А. yes
B. no
C. I don’t care
10.
Has the teacher recently made any remarks about the use of phones?
А. yes
B. no
11.
Do teachers give you mobile phone tasks?
А. yes
B. no
12. How many times did you read the lesson from the textbook?
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А. none
B. one
C. more than one
13. And after using the QR codes?
А. none
B. one
C. more than one
14. Which textbook do you prefer?
А. With QR Codes
B. Without QR codes
15. Have you been looking at science movies lately?
А. yes
B. no

Goals:

Appendix 2
PLAN - SCENARIO OF THE LESSON
MOVEMENT OF STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

1. Familiarize students with the phenomenon of diffusion - through the movement of structural components.
2. To learn about diffusion in liquids, gases and solids.
Expected results:
1. Defines the concept of diffusion
2. Indicates examples of diffusion phenomena in gases, liquids and solids;
3. Reveals the practical application of diffusion in life and in nature;
4. Extracts essential information from text in the textbook;
5. Observes the rules for safe work in conducting physical experiments.
Lesson plan:
1. Diffusion in liquids
2. Cause of the diffusion process
3. Diffusion in gases and solids
Course of the lesson:

Teacher activity

Student activity

PROBLEM QUESTION: Why do gas molecules evenly
fill the entire volume of the vessel and do not fall on its
bottom?
To better understand why the molecules of gases fill evenly
the whole volume, we will look at a video material. You
should watch the video carefully to answer the following
questions:
1. Which is the reason to feel the fragrance of flowers and
perfumes? - the movement of the molecules of the substances.
2. How do gas molecules move? - chaotic, rectilinear and
curvilinear, movements through collisions between

1. 1. The following activities are included:
Observe visual means - video material. They work with teacherprovided material - the transcoder with the QR code is inside the
textbook, or it's on a QR code page. Target the mobile device (s) on
the QR code. Wait until the application reads the QR code and
downloads the brief information about the media. Press the "Play" or
"Play" button. The application will then download and scan
multimedia material and then launch it on the device. While watching
the video, students can stop playing at any time by double-tapping the
screen.
- Looking for answers to questions - to the video;

Updates knowledge through questions:
1. What does the substance consist of?
2. What do we call a molecule?
3. What are the distances between molecules of liquids, gases
and solids?
4. In practice, gases shrink to varying degrees for transport.
What is gas shrinkage?

Answer the following questions:
1. From structural components - molecules
2. They are the structural components of the substances
3. The distance between the molecules of the gases is greatest and the
distances between the molecules of the liquids and the solids are
smaller.
4. Reducing the distances between the molecules of gases under the
action of forces.
They listen to the teacher's explanations.
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molecules, the reason is the large distances of between
molecules.
3. How do molecules of fluids move? - by vibration and jump,
the reason is the forces between molecules and short
distances.
4. How do molecules of solids move? - by vibrating in one
place.
5. What do we call diffusion?
6. What makes it?
7. Describe the ink experience.
8. Describe the experience with the paints.
9. Where is the diffusion the fastest?
10. Describe the experience with perfume and nectar.
11. How does diffusion occur in solid bodies?

- Participate in a discussion;
- Draw and record the lesson plan on the board.
After the discussion of the video, the title of the lesson and the plan
points are recorded.
They draw the conclusion about diffusion.
Therefore, diffusion is a phenomenon of mutual penetration of
substances into one another without external interference. It shows
that the substances consist of structural components that are
constantly moving.
They conclude that structural components move faster when
temperature rises.

The new topic is introduced and the title of the lesson and the
plan points are written on the board.
MOVEMENT OF STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
1. Movement of molecules depending on the state of the
substances.
2. What is diffusion?
3.Diffusion in gases and solids
Therefore, diffusion is a phenomenon of mutual penetration
of substances into one without external interference. It shows
that the substances consist of building blocks that are
constantly moving.
Important: Diffusion rate depends on temperature - faster
dissolution of salt and sugar in hot water than in cold; Faster
spreading of the odour in a warmer than a cold room.
Summarizing and consolidating new knowledge.

Goals:

Pupils make experiments on the process of diffusion
- potassium permanganate in water, blue vitriol and water, a bottle of
perfume.
They solve tasks.

PLAN - SCENARIO OF THE LESSON
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM. BLOOD CIRCULATION

1. To develop the concept of the blood system in the human body.
2. To form the concept of blood circulation in the human body.
3. To clarify the transport function of the blood.
Expected results:
1. Names organs that build the blood system (heart and blood vessels).
2. Follows on the movement of the blood in the body.
3. Determines the importance of blood as a carrier of substances in the body.
Lesson plan:
1. Blood.
A) composition;
B) quantity in the body;
C) substances it carries.
2. Organs of the circulatory system.
A) heart - structure and functions;
B) blood vessels - arteries, veins and capillaries.
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3. Blood circulation.
A) large circle;
B) small circle.
Course of the lesson:

Teacher’s activity

Students’ activity

Updates knowledge through questions and tasks:
Before each pupil's workplace are placed photos of a plant,
animal, and a man that can easily be glued to the board.
Students are required to:
Think about which of these organisms they are most interested
in.
To stick his picture on the dashboard.
They are read separately. If the pictures of the man
predominate, which is most likely, the need for knowledge
about the human organism is established. If the plants or
animals prevail, the usefulness of man's knowledge about
himself is discussed.
The human organism resembles other animals, especially
mammals. For example, it also has mechanisms for
transferring substances.
Whether this is so, we will learn by solving the following
tasks: 1 and 2.

Respond to the questions and tasks:
They solve the task.
Each student glues the selected picture on the board.
1. Complete the table:
Transport
Name
Structure
Functions
system in
Plants
Conductive
Wood and
Provides
system
bast tubes
substance
transport
Animals
Circulatory
Heart and
Provides
system
blood vessels
substance
- arteries,
transport
veins,
capillaries
Man

How does the movement of substances occur in the human
body?
See Fig. 46.1 of the textbook and comment.
1. How are substances transferred into the body?
2. What are the substances that blood carries?
Record the title of the lesson and 1 point.
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
BLOOD CIRCULATION
1. Blood.
A) composition;
B) quantity in the body;
(C) substances it carries.
Blood moves constantly throughout the body through the
organs of the circulatory system.
What is the structure of blood vessels of man?
To answer this question, we will look at a video. You should
watch the video carefully to answer the following questions:
1. Describe the similarity between humans and mammals?

Task 2: Enclose with circle the statements that are true about blood:
1. Moves constantly along the blood vessels.
2. Carries the substances in the body.
3. Reaches all cells.
They work in groups.
The results are recorded on the board.
Information about the man is filled in in the end of the lesson.

Participate in a discussion, comment and answer questions.
1. The substances are transferred by blood.
2. Blood carries oxygen, carbon dioxide, nutrients and the
unnecessary substances and water.
Write down the title and point 1.

4.The following activities are included:
- Watch visual means - video material;
They work with teacher-provided material - the transcoder with the
QR code is inside the textbook, or it's on a QR code page. Target the
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2. List the parts of the circulatory system.
3. Describe the device and the type of blood vessels.

What is the structure of the heart of man?
To answer this question, we shall watch a video. You should
watch the video carefully to answer the following questions:
1. Describe the place of the heart in the human body.
2. Describe the structure of the heart.
3. Where do veins flow into?
4. Which blood vessels come out of the heart?
5. Which is the largest blood vessel in the human body?
6. What blood is flowing through the veins?
7. What blood is flowing through the arteries?
Write point 2.
2.Organa of the blood system.
A) heart - structure and functions;
B) blood vessels - arteries, veins and capillaries.

What is blood circulation in the human body?
To answer this question, we will look a video. You should
watch the video carefully to answer the following questions:
1. Describe the large circle of blood circulation.
2. Describe the large circle of blood circulation.
Write 3 points.
3.Combination.
A) a large circle;
B) a small circle.

mobile device (s) on the QR code. Wait until the application reads the
QR code and downloads the brief information about the media. Press
the "Play" or "Play" button. The application will then download and
scan multimedia material and then launch it on the device. While
watching the video, students can stop playing at any time by doubletapping the screen.
- Looking for answers to questions - to the video;
- Participate in a discussion;
- Draw and record the lesson plan on the board.
1. Man and mammals resemble in the structure of all systems.
2. It consists of a heart and blood vessels.
3. Blood vessels are veins, arteries and capillaries. Veins flow into
the heart and are rich in carbon dioxide and poor in oxygen. Arteries
go out of the heart and are rich in oxygen and carbon dioxidedepleted. Through the capillary walls the substances of the blood pass
into the cells and vice versa.
1. The following activities are included:
- Observe visual means - video material;
They work with teacher-provided material - the transcoder with the
QR code is inside the textbook, or it's on a QR code page. Target the
mobile device (s) on the QR code. Wait until the application reads the
QR code and downloads the brief information about the media. Press
the "Play" or "Play" button. The application will then download and
scan multimedia material and then launch it on the device. While
watching the video, students can stop playing at any time by doubletapping the screen.
- Look for answers to the questions – to the video;
- Participate in a discussion.
They comment.
1. The heart is between the two lungs. It is a hollow muscular organ.
2. The heart consists of 4 cavities, 2 atriums and 2 ventricles
separated by barriers.
3. The veins flow into the heart, i.e. in A1 from the lungs and into A2
blood from the whole body.
4. Arteries go from the heart from V1 towards the body and from the
V2 to the lungs.
5. Aorta.
6. Blood rich in carbon dioxide flows in the veins.
7. Oxygen-rich blood flows into the arteries.
Record point 2.

1. The following activities are included:
- Observe visual means - video material;
They work with teacher-provided material - the transcoder with the
QR code is inside the textbook, or it's on a QR code page. Target the
mobile device (s) on the QR code. Wait until the application reads the
QR code and downloads the brief information about the media. Press
the "Play" or "Play" button. The application will then download and
scan multimedia material and then launch it on the device. While
watching the video, students can stop playing at any time by doubletapping the screen.
- Look for answers to questions - to the video;
- Participate in a discussion
- They comment.
1. Arterial blood from V1 reaches all cells of the body and gives
oxygen to the cells by taking carbon dioxide and turning into venous
blood and returning to the heart in A2.
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Summarize and consolidate new knowledge through textbook
questions.
How does the arterial blood differ from venous blood?

2. Venous blood from V2 along the pulmonary artery reaches the
lungs, where it is released from carbon dioxide and saturated with
oxygen, returning to the A1 of the heart.
Record 3 points.
They answer the questions asked by the teacher.
Arterial blood moves from the heart to the body and is rich in
oxygen. Venous blood flows into the heart and is rich in carbon
dioxide.

PLAN-SCENARIO
SPECTRUM OF LIGHT

Goals:
1. Updating and generalizing the concept of light.
2. Explain what white light is
3. To introduce students to the "optical circuit" device
4. What is the colour of the bodies?

Expected results:
1. Knows that white light is complex and composed of many colours (Newton's experiment with prism, sky
rainbow), the bundle of these colours is called a spectrum of white light
2. Connects the colours of the bodies to the properties of the light.
3. Understands that the bodies have a colour because they reflect differently and absorb the light rays of
different colours.
4. Understands what the colour of the body depends on.
Plan of the lesson:
1. Newton's experiments
2. Spectrum of light. Rainbow
a. Spectral colours
3. Body colour
a. It depends on their ability to reflect different colours differently
b. Depends on the spectrum of the falling light
c. It depends on the perception of the human eye
Course of the lesson:

Teacher activity

1. Update the knowledge of light from previous lessons
through questions: 1. What is light? 2. How does light
spread? 3. What is Reflection and Refraction of Light? 4.
Have you seen the beautiful sky rainbow that appears after
rain? How are these beautiful colours achieved?
He/she tells that over the years scientists have given
different hypotheses about body colour and Newton's
experimental findings that white colour contains all the rest.
2. Introduce the new topic and write it on the board:
"SPECTRUM OF LIGHT"
1st experiment: Newton directs a sunbeam through a narrow
hole in the curtain of a darkened room. The beam falls on a
glass prism and goes out from its opposite wall, but
expanded and colored.
2nd experiment: He puts a prism that collects the rays and
produces white light - a video
Conclusion: White light is made up of the colours and the
blending of colours generates white light

Student activity
1.

Respond to the posed question:

Examples - something that shines, fire, from the sun; Rectilinear;
Mirror; On the border of two environments
/If they are faced with difficulties, assist them with sample pictures /.

2. The following activities are included:
- Observe visual means - video;
Work with the materials given by the teacher - transcoder with QRCode inside the book, or a page with the QR-Code. Point the camera
to the QR code. Wait till the application will read the QR code and
download some short information about the multimedia material.
Press on the "Play" button. The application will then download and
decrypt the multimedia material, and then play it on the device.
While watching the video, the student can stop the playback anytime
by double-tapping on the screen.
Q: What is the white light and what is the white light?
Participate in a discussion.
From the textbook:
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•Rainbow ;
• Prism Fig. 1;
3.Write on the board the first point of the plan.
1. Newton's experiments
2. Spectrum of light. Rainbow

3. Write in the notebook the first and second point of the plan.
Q: Say which rainbow colour is most visible and which is the
weakest? They observe the figures in the textbook.
- the strongest - the violet;
- the weakest - the red one;

4. It is concluded that the decomposition of
white light to the composite colours arises because the
colored rays are bent at a different angle: the strongest - the
violet and the weakest - the red ray.
So: The beam of colored rays that make up the white light is
called a spectrum of light.
Now we can explain the rainbow: the role of the prism is
played by the huge amount of water droplets that are in the
air. The solar beam enters the droplets, breaking and
decomposing into colours that again are refracted at different
angles. Since the broken coloured rays can be seen only at a
certain angle, if we approach the rainbow, it "disappears".
3.Body colour
5. If in a darkened room we highlight the text in fig. 5 with
red letters, the red letters will not be visible because they
will merge with the background that turns red, but the black
letters will be visible. However, if we enlighten the text with
white light, we will see all the letters with their colours.
CONCLUSION: The colour of the bodies depends on the
colours that are contained in the light they are illuminated
with.
We need to know that the colour of the bodies depends on
the colour of the light they are illuminate with or the colour
of the bodies depends on 1) their ability to reflect different
colours differently 2) the spectrum of the falling light

4. Listen to the explanations.

6. To summarize: through additional tasks and questions

6.Questions and tasks from the textbook:
They observe and give answers

Goals:

5. Q: Which letters will be shown in Fig. 5?
- Different answers are expected

PLAN-SCENARIO
USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

1. Update of the subject of radioactivity
2. To acquaint students with the stability of atomic nuclei through nuclear forces of attraction
3. To learn about the division of the uranium nuclei and what this leads to
4. To understand how the nuclear reactor works
5. To get acquainted with nuclear fusion
Expected results:
1. Knows that atomic nuclei has a tremendous power.
2. Is aware that there are two main ways of obtaining nuclear energy - by dividing heavy nuclei or by fusing
(synthesis) of light
3. Knows that nuclear power is generated by the division of uranium in the nuclear reactors, used for peaceful
purposes.
Lesson Plan
1. Stability of atomic nuclei
2. Uranium nuclear division - chain reaction.
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3. Using nuclear energy for peaceful purposes
- Nuclear reactors
4. Nuclear fusion
Course of the lesson:

Teacher Activity

1. Update knowledge about radioactivity through questions: 1.
What is radioactivity? 2. How many types of radioactive radiation
do we know and which are they? 3. What do we know about the
three types of radioactive radiation separately?

Introduce the new topic and write on the board: "USE OF
NUCLEAR ENERGY"
It is recalled that a huge force is hidden in the atomic nuclei, a proof
of this - radioactivity.
He/she explains the stability of atomic nuclei that are retained by
nuclear forces that are forces of attraction and hundreds of times
exceed the electrical forces of repulsion between the protons.
They also are taught what the difference in the strength of the link
between protons and neutrons in the different cores is due to.
2.

3.

Write on the board the first and second point of the plan.

Student activity

1. Answer to the posed question: discussion
Examples - A phenomenon where the nuclei of some chemical
elements spontaneously emit invisible rays
- Three types - Alpha, Beta and Gamma
- Alpha rays are a stream of helium nuclei and have a positive
charge; Beta-rays are a stream of electrons that have greater
penetrating ability than Alpha rays, and Gamma rays are similar
to light rays, but with more energy and great penetrating ability.
(If students are facing difficulties, help them with sample
pictures, Schemes/.
2. The following activities are included:
- Watch visual means - video;
Work with the materials given by the teacher – transcoder with
QR-Code inside the book, or a page with the QR-Code. Point the
camera of the mobile device to a QR-Code. Wait till the
application will read the QR-Code and download some short
information about the multimedia material. Press on the “Play”
button. The application will then download and decrypt the
multimedia material, and then play it on the device. While
watching the video, the student can stop the playback anytime by
double-tapping on the screen.
3. Write in the notebook the first and second point of the plan.
Observe visual means - video for both points;

1.Stability of atomic nuclei
2. Uranium nuclei division - chain reaction.
He/she examines and explains the process of the division of the
uranium nucleus (that when it absorbs neutron it splits into two
lighter nuclei), and also the accompanying release of enormous
energy. We know that separated neutrons can cause division of
other uranium nuclei, that if the amount of uranium is little, the
process is terminated, but if it exceeds certain values, neutrons
meet and separate new nuclei, thus they can trigger a chain
reaction, and in turn to lead to a nuclear explosion.
4. Write the third point of the plan on the board
3. Use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes
-Nuclear reactors
He/she explains how the release of nuclear energy in the division
of uranium can become progressively controllable, that it takes
place in nuclear reactors and explains their effect. The implications
of the use of nuclear energy are explained.
5. Write down the next point of the plan
4. Nuclear fusion
He/she explains the process that two light nuclei merge into
heavier, emphasizing that in this way more energy is released
compared to the division of uranium. It is clarified that in this
reaction there is no radioactive waste, but it is necessary the
temperature to be tens of millions of degrees, that the creation of
such conditions is extremely difficult, and that stars in the sky glow
thanks to nuclear fusion.
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Q: What do you know about the nuclear bomb?
Discussion with different opinions.
Q: Have you ever imagined how it is made?
- Awaiting opinions in order to make the process clearer and how
the obtaining a nuclear blast was used to create a nuclear bomb

4. Write down the third point of the plan in the notebook.
Watch visual means - a video about the operation of nuclear
reactors

1. Questions and tasks from the textbook:
They observe and give answers
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6. Summarize: through additional tasks and questions

PLAN-SCENARIO
PERMANENT MAGNETS

Goals:
1. To familiarize students with permanent magnets.
2. To acquire knowledge about the interaction between magnetic poles; the way to obtain a permanent magnet
and the applications of the magnets.
Expected results:
1. Explains the attraction and repulsion of the poles of permanent magnets with the action of magnetic forces.
2. Illustrates with examples the application of magnets.
3. Explains the compass action.
4. Examines the magnetic forces and magnetization of the bodies.
5. Distinguishes the magnetic properties of iron and steel.
6. Lists important magnet applications.
Lesson plan:
1. The poles of the magnets
2. Interaction of magnetic poles
3. Magnetization of steel objects
4. What do we use magnets for?
Course of the lesson:

Teacher activity

Student activity

Updates knowledge through questions
1. How is one body electrified?
2. How many types of the electric charges are there?
3. What depends on whether or not 2 charges will be attracted
or repelled?
4. What bodies do we call magnets?
5. What are the forces called with which magnets attract iron
objects?

Answer the following questions:
1. By rubbing a glass rod with a woollen cloth. The rod is electrified
and acquires electrical charges.
2. Two types - positive and negative.
3. From the type of charge. If they are with the like names, they will
repel, if they are with unlike names, they will be drawn.
4. Bodies that have the property of attracting iron objects. Clarifying
figure 18.1 of the textbook.
5. Magnetic forces.
6. For guidance about the north-south direction, by using arrows that
are magnets.

6. What is compass used for?
With the updating of this knowledge, it is recalled that: We
call magnets the bodies that have the property of attracting
iron objects; Forces are called magnetic; When they are in the
form of an arrow that can rotate around an axis, the magnets
are oriented in the direction north-south.

PROBLEMATIC QUESTION: Do the different parts of a
magnet attract the same? How to make a magnet?
To answer these questions, we are going to watch a video.
You should watch the video carefully to answer the following
questions:
1. How many poles do magnets have?
2. How are they called and how do they mean?

1. The following activities are included:
Observe visual means - video material.
Work with the materials given by the teacher – transcoder with QRCode inside the book, or a page with the QR-Code. Point the camera
of the mobile device to a QR-Code. Wait till the application will read
the QR-Code and download some short information about the
multimedia material. Press on the “Play” button. The application will
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3. Do the poles stay if you break the magnets into small
pieces?
4. Describe the experiments about the interaction between two
magnets.
Write the title of the lesson:
PERMANENT MAGNETS
1. Poles of magnets
2. Interaction of magnetic poles
Explanation to point 1.
If the magnet is neared to iron chips - it is clear that they
adhere at most to its ends, called magnetic poles (fig.18.2)
Explanation to point 2.
With these experiments, the following rule is proved - the like
poles are repulsed, and the unlike poles are attracted.
Explanation to point 3.
The different magnetic properties of iron and steel are
established in Fig. 18.1. Iron and steel objects adjacent to a
permanent magnet are also converted into magnets. But if we
remove the magnet from the surface of the steel object, the
magnetic forces continue to act on it, while on the iron object
the acting of the magnetic forces stops, that is, it
demagnetizes.
A separate magnetic pole cannot be obtained.
How to make a magnet?
To answer these questions, we are going to watch a video.
You should watch the video carefully to answer the following
questions:
1. Describe the experiment of turning the needle into a
permanent magnet.
2. Where in practice do magnets find application?
Explanation to point 4.
Passing the magnetic pole along the needle must always be in
the same direction, because if we return the magnet, vice
versa, the magnetization disappears. When the process ends,
the poles are settled. If we magnetized with northern, the end
of the movement will be south. When dividing the magnet, we
cannot obtain a body with only one pole.
Explanation to point 4.
Disks, audio and video cassettes, magnetic cards are magnetic
carriers, and CDs and DVDs are not magnetic carriers (the
information is recorded and read by laser).
3. How to make a magnet?
4. What do we use magnets for?
Summarize and learning new knowledge through textbook
questions.

then download and decrypt the multimedia material, and then play it
on the device. While watching the video, the student can stop the
playback anytime by double-tapping on the screen.
- Look for answers to questions - to the video;
- Participate in a discussion;
- Draw and record the lesson plan on the board.
Make a conclusion on the points given.
1. Magnets have magnetic poles
2. The like poles are repulsed, and the unlike poles are attracted.
3. A separate magnetic pole cannot be obtained.
4. If we move the magnet away from the surface of the steel object,
the magnetic forces continue to operate on it, while in the iron object,
the acting of the magnetic forces stops, i.e. it is demagnetizing.

1. The following activities are included:
Observe visual means - video material.
Work with the materials given by the teacher – transcoder with QR
code inside the book, or a page with the QR code. Point the camera
of the mobile device to a QR-code. Wait till the application will read
the QR-code and download some short information about the
multimedia material. Press on the “Play” button. The application will
then download and decrypt the multimedia material, and then play it
on the device. While watching the video, the student can stop the
playback anytime by double-tapping on the screen.
- Look for answers to questions - to the video;
- Participate in a talk;
- Draw and write the lesson plan on the board.
Make a conclusion on the points given.
1. If we magnetize with northern, the end of the movement will be
south.
2. When dividing the magnet, it is not possible to obtain a body with
only one pole.
They answer the questions asked by the teacher.

Appendix No. 3
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS

1. Do your pupils often do things that do not relate to the subject you teach?
A. Often
B. Sometimes
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C. Never
2. Do pupils use their phones in class?
A. Yes
B. No
3. How often do you make a remark about using phones in class?
A. Almost every class
B. Not too often
C. Never
4. Are students late for class?
A. Often
B. Rarely
C. Never
5. How do you assess students' interest in the subject you teach?
A. High
B. None
C. Medium
6. What is your feeling about the lesson?
A. I do not think about time
B. I'm looking forward to the exit bell
7. Are students often absent?
A. Yes
B. No
8. Do you give them homework?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Sometimes
9. Do pupils look for you in relation to the subject you are teaching?
A. No
B. Rarely
C. Often
10. Do you have the support of the children's families?
A. I do not have the feeling of support
B. Parents say they do not understand what the children are learning
C. Parents fully support their children
11. What do you think is the support of the family?
A. Learning with your children / help with lessons, homework/
B. To share with their children their free time and talk frequently with them about school
C. To receive information about their children's progress in the study subjects
12. How often do you use ICT in your class?
A. Often
B. Sometimes
C. Never
13. In what form do you use ICT?
A. Movies
B. Presentations
C. Electronic Work Materials
14. Are you familiar with the "added reality" technology?
A. Yes
B. No
15. Do you feel the need to change something in your class activity?
- Yes, but I do not know what
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- Yes, but I lack resources
- I do not want to change anything
16. What feelings are you experiencing when you get acquainted with innovation?
A. fear
B. scepticism
C. enthusiasm
D. I don’t care
17. Who talks more in class?
A. I
B. Students
18. Do you think you can participate in significant changes in the working environment?
A. Yes, changes motivate me
B. No, I do not want new environment
19. When do you think the students remember?
A. when they search for the information themselves
B. when you are telling or displaying

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS
/at the end of the project/
1. Did you get acquainted with "added reality" technology?
A. Yes, the management required this from me
B. Yes, it was interesting to me
C. No, I'm not interested
D. No, I do not care
2. Are your students telling you about using tablets in natural science?
A. Yes
B. No
4. What emotions are causing these questions and stories in you?
A. I would like to have the opportunity to use the technology
B. I do not care
5. Would you use tablets in class?
A. Yes
B. No
7. Would you like to be able to more flexibly change the textbook?
A. Yes
B. No
C. I cannot judge
8. Are you angry when students use phones in class?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Sometimes
9. Would you like to be able to use students' phones for learning purposes using "added reality" technology?
A. Yes, I saw this with my colleagues
B. I cannot judge - I just heard about it
Q. No, it will give me extra work
10. When are children more motivated to work in class?
A. When I use ICT
B. When I use traditional methods
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ACTIVITY REPORT ON
PILOT EXPERIMENT MRIDGE
(Pilot results of „Sf. Mina” Special school - Craiova, Romania)
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Activity report of the Pilot experiment MRIDGE

(Second scenario “Training of learners with hearing disabilities, supported by mobile
devices)
Teachers’ Report
At the level of the partnership P7- Mina, there were involved three teachers: Jiroveanu
Elisaveta Veronica, Florea Carmen Mihaela and Dodenciu Romulus Lucian, the project
manager and and the financial chief administrator.
The teachers‘ activity started in February 2016 when the questionnaires for setting up
the target group were filled in. These questionnaires were filled in by pupils, teachers and
parents in all three implementation stages of the project. The questionnaires were designed in
order to better understand the expectations of the people involved in the project, in order to get
an overall view on the education process.
On the 10th of March 2016 the Opening Conference of the Project took place in our
school, and this activity was carried out by the teachers involved in the project. Local officials,
representatives of the Council of Dolj County, of the Inspectorate of Education, University of
Craiova, local press - Cuvântul libertății, Gazeta de Sud, Oltenia Tv etc.
At the beginning of the school year 2016-2017, in September, the teachers were
trained at the University of Craiova regarding the way they should use the project platform, the
way they should upload their materials and the use of mRIDGE application.
In the 28th of September, the Special Secondary School “Sf. Mina” of Craiova, Dolj
county, in collaboration with Casa Corpului Didactic Dolj, the County Inspectorate of
Education Dolj and other education institutions from Europe and Romania organized the
International Conference mRIDGE which had the following purposes: promotion of some
modern methods during the educational process; reasoning the efficiency of the mobile
technology by adapting it to the European educational standards; promoting the strategies
regarding the assurance of high quality education in Romanian educational system; making an
experience exchange among the teachers involved in this teaching process; stimulation of
collaboration and communication. The target group was made up of teachers from preacademic educational system, professors from academic system involved in using the mobile
technology in educational process.
During the school year 2016-2017, the teachers involved in the project carried out
class activities..
We received 20 tablets that we use during mathematics classes, physics, biology,
English language, natural sciences, acquiring communication abilities, sensory and
movement activities etc.
4 of the tablets have Windows operation system, 8 are android, 8 are ipads, all of
them being used according to the target group’s needs.
The application has been improved, being able to be used easily by both pupils as
well as teachers.
Here are some examples of class activities:
Crt. no
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Teacher

Jiroveanu
Elisaveta
Veronica

Discipline
Biology
Natural Sciences,
Biology
Mathematics
Natural sciences,
Geography
Physics
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Subject
The Fish
Cereals

Class
A VI A, a IV a
a V a, a III a, a IV a

Number
comparison
Season Forming

a V a, a III a, a IV
a, a VI a, a VIII a
a IV a, a V a

Movement and rest

a VI a
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6.

Mathematics

Counting

7.

Wild animals

8.

Natural sciences,
biology
Geography

9.

Mathematics

Geography’s
branches
Numbers from 0-10

10.

Mathematics

Geometrical figures

11.
12.
13.

Geography
Biology
Acquiring the
communication
abilities

The Earth
The Human Body
The Sun

14.

Natural sciences,
biology

The Vertebrates

Acquiring the
communication
abilities
Natural sciences,
biology
Knowledge about
environment
Natural sciences,
biology
Counselling and
orientation
Biology
Biology
Acquiring the
communication
abilities
Biology

The Animals

15.
16.

Florea Carmen
Mihaela

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Dodenciu
Romulus Lucian

Biology
Knowledge about
environment
Natural sciences

27.

Mathematics

28.
29.

Natural sciences
Counselling and
orientation
Knowledge about
environment
Geography
History
Knowledge about
environment

30.
31.
32.
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Preparatory, I, a II
a
Preparatory, I, a II
a, a IV a, a VI a
aVa
Preparatory, I, a II
a, a IV a, a VI a
a V a, a VI a, a VII
a, a VIII a
AVa
A VII a, a VIII a
Preparatory, I, a II
a, a III a

Preparatory, I, a II
a, a III a, a V a, a
VI a, a VII a, a VIII
a
Preparatory, I, a II
a, a III a

The Vegetal Cell

a IV a, a V a

Water Circuit in
Nature
The Flower

a III a, a IV a, a VII
a, a VIII a
a IV a, a V a

The Hygiene of the
Mouth
The Eye
The Skin
The Spring –
characteristics

Preparatory, I, a II
a, a III a, a IV a
a VII a, a VIII a
a VI a, a VIII a
Preparatory, I, a II
a, a III a, a IV a

The Stem –
structure and
functions
The Ear
The Universe

a IV a, a V a

The Human Body

I,a II a, a III a, a IV
a
a II a, a III a, a IV a

The number and
figure 4
The Heart
Bunele maniere –
politeness
The Geography of
Landform
Geto-dacians
Natural Hazards

a VIII a
a III a, a IV a

a IV a, a VIII a
Preparatory, I, a II
a, a III a, a IV a
a IV a, a V a, a VI a
a V a, a VI a
a IV a
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33.
34.
35.
36.

Knowledge about
environment
Physics
Knowledge about
environment
Physics
Knowledge about
environment

The Mass of
Objects

a V a, a VIII a

The Volume of
Objects

a V a, a VIII a

The Horizon

aVa

Mathematics

Measurement units
for capacity - litre

a IV a, a V a, a VI a

During 20-24 February 2017 the mRIDGE Days were organized in Craiova, within
the mRIDGE projects, by the partners, University of Craiova together with the Special
Secondary School “Sf. Mina”. Several scientific experiments were carried out on the 23rd of
February 2017, between 9:00-14:00, in the central building of the University of Craiova.
Several children from the Special Secondary School “Sf. Mina” took part in this
activity, accompanied by their teachers, as well as by volunteers, both students and professors
from the University of Craiova, Faculty of Sciences, Department of Physics.
Within this activity, children from the Special Secondary School “Sf. Mina” presented
a short show, and the professors from the Department of Physics showed them some new
scientific experiments, offering to these children who weren’t lucky in life, a travel in the
fascinating world of science. The purpose of these experiments was to change the children’s
perception on these experiments in a simple, cheerful and interactive way of presentation.
The children and their teacher were also given several short movies describing
experiments, and these movies can be seen with the help of the tablets during classes.
On 22nd of February 2017, we organized an International round table at our school.
The people that participated in this activity were representatives from the Inspectorate of
education of Dolj County, from the Council of Dolj county, from Craiova City Hall, from
special schools of Craiova, teachers from other schools from Europe and Romania.
The pupils organized an artistic program in collaboration with the volunteer pupils
from the National College of Pedagogy “Stefan Velovan” of Craiova.
During the period March - April 2017, the National Contest “Made for Europe” took
place (contest for Erasmus+ European projects). The pupil Căldăraru Fernando got the second
prize in this contest at county stage on the 24th of March and a second prize at the national stage
(24-27 of April 2017).
Pupils’ Report
In our school all the pupils and their teachers were involved in the project, but the
target group was formed of the pupils from the 6th, the 7th and the 8th grades. The lessons were
used at all classes according to the school curriculum, the pupils’ needs and potential.
The pupils were questioned at all three stages of the project, the absent classes and the
grades were centralized, noticing a real progress, a better attendance at classes, as we can notice
from the following table:
Crt.
No.

Pupils’
initials

Sex

Age

Disability

Social
Conditions
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Number of
absent
class
during
September
-February

Number of
absent class
during
FebruaryJune

General
Average
Grades

Obs.
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1. B. I.

M

16

MSD

2. B. C.M.
3. B.S.
4. B.L.N.

F
F
M

14
15
13

MSD
MSD
MSD

5. C.F.

M

14

ROM

6. C.I.M.

M

14

ROM

7. P.M.T.

F

16

ROM

8. S.G.

M

13

ROM

9.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

M
F
M
F
M
M
F
F

15
12
15
14
15
15
14
16

MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD
MSD

17 I.I.M.A.
18 I.F.

F
M

14
17

MSD
ROM

19 M.C. M.
20 T.L.

M
F

15
18

MSD
ROM

21 A.C.I.
22 B.G.

M
M

16
16

MSD
ROM

23 B.N.V.
24 C.F.

M
M

17
17

ROM
ROM

25 C.N.

M

15

MSD

26 C.F.A.

M

15

MSD

27 C.S.

M

16

MSD

28 D.F.

M

15

ROM

T.A.M.
V.S.C.D.
B.G.A.
C.I.G.
D.D.C.
D.N.M.
G.S.
G.N.L.

In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
Poor
Poor
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
POOR
POOR
POOR
POOR
POOR
POOR
POOR
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
POOR
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
POOR
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
POOR
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
POOR
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
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-

-

7,42

1
2
-

-

8,21
7,64
7,03

-

-

9,07

9

-

8,35

16

-

7,57

7

-

8,57

41
1
13
4
20
85

11
8
1
-

7,82
8,03
8,90
7,7
6,93
7,50
7,26
6,10

2

-

9,10
8,20

1

-

6,70
7,36

1
6

-

8,43
7,97

16
-

-

6,86
8,87

18

-

7,07

-

-

7,04

-

-

6,64

-

-

6,75
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29 P.M.A.
30 P.A.I.

M
M

15
15

ROM
MSD

31 V.D.A.

M

15

MSD

POOR
In tutorship
at DGASPC
Dolj
POOR

25
-

5
-

8,60
6,97

2

12

8,20

SWOT Analysis
After having carried out the project stages, we draw the following conclusions:
Strong points
Teachers:
- A quick access to the useful materials. The use of the tablets facilitated the teacher’s
work, making possible the presentation of some processes and phenomena which
were difficult to describe without a concrete real support.
- The books can be used in such a way so the pupils can stay focused or these books
can be used during therapy activities with only one pupil
- Every teacher has the possibility to use the movies downloaded by other colleagues
from the same school or from other schools.
Pupils:
- They can access information from scientific domains and they have the possibility to
learn at their own pace;
- They acquire new abilities and new knowledge which will help him to develop;
- They become autonomous in the process of learning;
- Their motivation improves, as well as their interest for learning;
- Their self-esteem improves, as well as their social integration, once they have more
access to information;
- Their communication with their teachers and colleagues is better;
- They manifest an increased interest in science classes;
- They use the tablets with pleasure;
- The use of tablets improved the pupils’ attention;
- The lessons are more attractive due to the concrete presentation of processes and
phenomena with the help of movies;
- The pupils’ interest in certain subjects (Biology, Physics, knowledge about the
environment) increased due to the fact that before using the tablets the pupils were not
able to understand some of the lessons.
Weak points
In class
- The simultaneous use of several tablets leads to the overlap of sounds and the
impossibility for the pupils to hear the movie sound clearly;
- The download of movies depends on the access to a high-speed Internet;
- The technology is expensive for the modest possibility of our school.
Platform
- Every uploaded movie should have attached some information about it, namely: its
content, to which class it can be used, to what subject and lesson it is useful;
- We believe that it would be useful to have a short description of each material
uploaded on the platform. For example, the discipline, the class, the upload date and
the class where it was presented, the deficiency grade;
- The platform should also present a classification of the movies according to the
subjects, to the learning level.
Opportunities:
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-

-

The increase of the interest in mobile technologies among pupils and teachers.
A continuous improvement of the performances of the mobile systems which allows
the use of the multiple resources;
The Internet speed increases, offering the possibility of a quick downloading of MDR
during teaching.
Threats:
The tendency of isolation from the real world of the pupils

Conclusions:
After some improvements, the platform can be successfully used with both disadvantaged
groups, but also with pupils from normal schools. This project was designed to help pupils with
deficiencies improve their school performances, as well as develop a better sense of
independence. We consider that this platform, despite some drawbacks, is an excellent
instrument in the educational process. We noticed an increased interest for studying sciences
due to real representations of these subjects, a faster access to information, a better
communication among pupils. The platform is also useful for teachers, helping them teach
sciences by making the lessons more attractive.
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ACTIVITY REPORT ON PILOT EXPERIMENT
(Pilot results of “Prof. Stoyan Belinov“ School for Children with
Hearing Disabilities - Plovdiv, Bulgaria)
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REPORT

(Second scenario “Training of learners with hearing disabilities, supported by mobile
devices)
Special School for Students with impaired hearing Prof. Dr. Stoyan Belinov - Plovdiv is one
of the three schools in Bulgaria that teach and educate children with hearing and speech
disorders and those with multiple disabilities. We have established traditions in the work for
the personal development of hearing-impaired young people in order to better socialize and
integrate into society. Ever since the foundation of the school in 1925, when its director became
one of the first surdopedagogues in Bulgaria - Aleksandar Raykov, to this day, the pedagogical
team consists predominantly of specialists who really love children and see in themselves
strength and competencies to be useful for students with hearing impairment.
The building of the school was built in the 70s of the last century. It consists of two parts:
a school building where the classes are organized, and boarding house - a place where children
eat and spend their free time. Students from other settlements are accommodated throughout
the year, but with a decision by the pedagogical council, we require them to visit their families
at least once a month. In most cases, children are at home at weekends. This allows them not
to stay away from the family environment, and parents to be an active component in the
educational process and their personal development.
The school building is sunny and spacious, with many rooms located on three floors.
Initially, students were required to study in well-equipped rooms on each subject, but the
practice in recent years has shown the need for the learning process to take place in classrooms.
This better encompass classes in which pupils and students with multiple disabilities are
trained, and children are more relaxed and responsible. Now the school has a biology and health
education room, a computer room, a sensory room, a career development office – Career Club,
professional rooms, and many classrooms. The professions that the students in the secondary
education acquire are: chef, furniture production operator and operator in sewing production.
Unfortunately, the budget is extremely inadequate for system maintenance of the material base,
and the depreciation of buildings over the years requires most of the funds by the Ministry of
Education to be used for ongoing repairs. Thanks to sponsors, the professional and articulation
rooms and the sensory room were equipped. But as in all areas of modern life, innovation and
mobile technologies have been actively involved in education too. Computers in the school
were getting old, and many of them do not work at all. The mRIDGE project allowed us to
purchase a new computer and printer for biology and health education, multimedia, video
camera, four laptops and twenty tablets needed to work with students in the experimental phase
of the project - "Using mobile technologies to improve the Reform of the policy for inclusion
of disadvantaged groups in education - mRIDGE ".
With what did the project itself attract us?
With its main objective: "to help disadvantaged children integrate into the education system
by introducing digitally enhanced training using mobile devices."
With the opportunities the project offers to turn the lessons into pleasant and attractive
moments that pass imperceptibly for both students and teachers.
With the prospects "mRIDGE" gives in terms of integrating mobile technology into the
overall learning process - in all study subjects.
To be able to integrate fully into society and the labour market, and so be useful to
himself/herself, one has to go a long way of development, knowledge accumulation and skills
building. And the road of people with disabilities is twice as long. The family takes the main
role in this process, followed by the school. Most of our students go to kindergarten at the
Secondary School for Students with hearing impairment, at the age of 3 years. They are
children with hearing impairment or with multiple disabilities. They do not have sounds and
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developed speech, they have no idea about the world or only minimal ones. Through
specialized surdopedagogical and psychological tests, based on the expert decision of doctors
and a specialized commission, we build a learning plan for the individual development of each
child according to their educational needs. We use an individual approach, often individual
plans for all or part of the subjects, but always we rely on the State Education Standards and
work with textbooks approved by the Ministry of Education and Science. They are interesting,
they are filled with attractive photographs and pictures, many charts, comparative tables, tasks,
exercises, but they are generally difficult, with incomprehensible scholarly text and often
inaccessible, and therefore uninteresting to many of our students. Mobile devices are of interest
to all children, especially those who do not have access to them. Considering this, with the
urgent need for more and new visuals, and the possibility of being accompanied by sign
language translation, as well as the desire to make the textbooks available, we made the
decision to work on the project.
The original idea was to make physics and astronomy textbooks more interesting and desirable,
but science itself is quite complex. Much of the laws, processes and phenomena studied are
abstract, require verbal descriptions with precise physical notions, good command of
dimensions, formulas, and many dependencies. Children with hearing impairment do not have
a rich vocabulary, they do not use many scientific concepts. Those who are present in their
speech are elementary and mostly connected with the surrounding world. In most cases, parents
and teachers support the personal development of students with special educational needs
insofar as they turn into useful young people for themselves and for society. In this context, it
is very important for children to build up knowledge about the world available to them, to
enrich their vocabulary with the concepts learned in the classroom, to learn skills and expand
their view of life. For this purpose, they should not lose interest in school and school subjects.
This has led us to believe that Biology and health education is one of the subjects to be involved
in the experiment. Children learn about anatomy and receive answers to interesting questions
about the human organism in particular and nature as a whole. We believed that visualization
or animation using IT resources would contribute to understanding the systems and how they
interact.
In the 8th grade subject Geography and economics studies Europe, the Balkan Peninsula
and Bulgaria. The project had to support the learning and understanding of natural processes
and phenomena; the importance of natural resources to people's lives and the demonstration of
the need for their rational use and protection of the environment. We believed that an improved
textbook and more interesting lessons would help to achieve lasting learning by understanding
the geographic concepts that are generally a part of the vocabulary of every average educated
person.
In Secondary School for Students with hearing impairment "Prof. Dr. Stoyan Belinov"
teaches children from an early age, they pass through adolescence and depart from the
educational establishment as conscious and educated young people with a specific profession.
At the age of three, they go to the kindergarten at the school, undergo pre-school preparation.
They complete initial, primary and secondary education.
Which is the most suitable age or stage for participation in the experiment? Vocational
training at the secondary level is based on the knowledge and skills acquired in the years of
pre-secondary education. Primary training is the most difficult and important stage: learning
the letters and numbers, learning the concepts which the hearing children use from an early
age, forming skills for activities corresponding to individual needs, hygienic and behavioural
habits, and many others. At the end of the fourth grade, students are aware of the importance
of the primary teacher, rehabilitator and educator, and that almost everything they know and
know owes to them. They are deeply attached and somewhat afraid of the upcoming separation.
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Upon graduation, there is a period of serious adaptation. In V class, subjects become more and
more complex. The classroom includes many new teachers. Students start the year with new
expectations, but they face many complexities: different requirements of individual teachers,
communication difficulties, more complex homework, classroom work and textbooks. Thus,
psychological uncertainty and suspicion arise. Only in the middle of the 5th and the beginning
of the 6th grade and thanks to the serious pedagogical work accompanied by the help of the
family the overcoming of the transition in this educational degree begins. It was also one of the
reasons, besides Biology and Geography, to choose the students from the 7th and 8th grade for
participants in the pilot project. Children with hearing impairment have already gone through
the psychic barrier and feel completely safe and capable, have a better vocabulary for learning
concepts and understanding the phenomena and processes. They have self-conscious learning
ambitions and a greater interest in the learning process, satisfying their individual needs.
The pedagogical team, which supports personal development and pre-secondary
education, consists of specialists - surdopedagogues: psychologist, subject teachers, educators,
hearing and speech rehabilitators. Most of them have long experience and experience. An
exception are two young colleagues. In order to stay with us they qualify further. Only those
who really love the children and see in themselves strengths and competencies are helpful to
students with impaired hearing. One of them is Mr. Ivan Raychev, who willingly joined the
project. He is convinced of the benefit not only for the students, but also personally for him as
a teacher. Work in the experimental phase has contributed for making a closer contact with
children, increasing their interest in the teacher and the subject, and greater activity in the
learning process. And this is also the prerequisite for the accumulation of knowledge and skills.
The pedagogical team consists of 12 lecturers: the above-mentioned specialists surdopedagogues, director and assistant director. All teachers and educators work in both
classes, only the hearing and speech rehabilitators are different - one for the 7th and one for the
8th grade. They were actively engaged and responded to the formal questionnaire and interview
card mRIDGE at the end of the last academic year. Before that, we commented on effective
and ineffective training strategies for our children. We examined the results of practical and
test work on the subjects. The majority of the team is of the opinion that the level of social
adaptation and the level of skills and knowledge of our students is low. This is due to many
factors: hearing impairment, other illnesses in many children, social negligence, difficulties in
communicating with the family and with others, personality traits.
Most often than others, the teachers in the learning subjects and hearing and speech
rehabilitation, use digital resources in order to increase efficiency: text and pictures. Some
support the process with video, and more rarely with films. The reasons are different: lack of
Internet in the school, access of the students to computers only in the IT classes, which are held
in the separate office or in the rooms for hearing and speech rehabilitation, insufficient skills
for working with modern technologies of part of the teaching staff.
All of the team united around the opinion that the use of mobile devices - tablets
will help the learning process, contribute to better engagement and motivation of children and
to systematically visit all aspects of the education regime: school classes, day care and selfpreparation, articulation training.
Students in the 7th and 8th grades are very interested in mobile devices, except for a few
children with multiple disabilities. Most of them have their own phones, some have a laptop or
a computer at home. Few are those who can look for elementary information. Basically,
everyone uses the communication applications: Skype, Viber and Facebook. For children, and
generally for hearing impaired people, modern mobile devices are very important. They enable
them to communicate constantly via mimic-gesture speech between themselves and the ability
to communicate with hearing people through writing.
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All children of the respondents are of the opinion that mobile devices will help them to
understand and part of the learning material, mostly by watching video films, videos and
animations.
The basic learning strategy with which the students agreed, and also, most often
practiced by teachers, is memorizing and correctly pronouncing and writing out concepts and
as many words as possible in order to improve vocabulary. Unfortunately, many of the concepts
remain unlearned and meaningless, and the learned ones are forgotten due to uncomfortable
mechanical memory and after a certain period of time they are not reproduced by the students.
This hinders the work of the team and reduces the educational needs and capabilities of the
children. Accordingly, it also leads to difficulties in explaining basic laws, phenomena and
processes.
The new technologies and the various methods we try to use partially in the educational
process stimulate interest in some students. There is a result, but it is not enough. An individual
approach is constantly being applied, specific training activities and implementation options
are considered for each student separately.
After discussing the results, the team identified two main groups:
1. Students with hearing impairment and clearly expressed learning needs and interests.
2. Students with hearing impairment and concomitant problems: other diseases,
retarded development, social negligence.
The first group refers to children, who systematically and willingly go to school, behave
responsibly with regards to all regime moments, and make efforts to understand in the learning
of the study material. These are children with preserved intellect and positive attitudes. They
have disturbed hearing perceptions, visual and figurative thinking and mechanical memory.
They demonstrate knowledge, skills and competencies that fit their individual capabilities.
They are ready to perform tasks and expand their view of life.
The second group consists of three subgroups, depending on the problems accompanying
the development of the children.
The subgroup of students with hearing impairment and multiple disabilities is clearly
emerging. These are children with various illnesses, where intelligence, character and
competence cannot be explored quite often. Needs and interests are very limited.
The second subgroup refers to students with impaired hearing and delayed
development. Their perceptions are again disturbed by the hearing impairment, and the
thinking is visual and figurative. They demonstrate certain needs and interests, but do not show
strive and ambition for knowledge and improvement.
The latter, third subgroup, encompasses students with hearing impairment who have
options but are lagging behind in their development in terms of living conditions and the social
environment to which their families belong. The main factors are: lack of good communication
between parents and children, systemic financial difficulties, negative attitude of the parents
themselves towards education, irresponsibility to the legal conditions in the country.
The group characteristics were based on preliminary questionnaires. The upcoming
selection of lessons, pictures, and textbook schemes to participate in the actual part of the
experiment had to be consistent with the interests and needs of all students so that no one would
feel isolated during the lessons.
Biology and Health Education and Geography and Economics teachers chose 10
lessons per grade and a subject which to participate in the experiment. Five - from the first
school term, and five - from the second. They analysed the text, schemes, photos, tables, and
tasks in the textbook to each of them. They selected those who need improvement to make
them more understandable and interesting for students with hearing impairment. A long study
has been done to find the right materials on the Internet. They figured out which of the schemes
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can be animated. We have prepared a long list of names and links to use for the preparation of
the IT resources.
Educators composed text to most of the movies and animations. There was a translation
with sign language. Many scientific concepts have no exact gesture, which further complicates
colleagues. For some of them, we devised a gesture consisting of several ones. For others, we
decided to dactylate by letters with hands, but when they are spoken, strictly correct articulation
must be observed, which is, in principle, the duty of every school pedagogue and is of great
importance in communicating with hearing impaired people. By the mouth of the speaker, they
take into account the specific sounds and words. We made separate videos using the camcorder
- we recorded each text with sign language translation separately.
In September 2016, in Craiova, Romania, the next meeting of all participants in the
project took place. There we presented to Jazz Rasool of RAVE University (UK) to our
resources, consisting of a link, a text file, and a sign language video, and we explained the idea
that the three files should be united in one. We discussed possible options for their arranging.
In the end, we have resorted to three, which we think are best suited to future work. So, in some
of the resources, firstly the text starts, accompanied by the sign language translation, and then
the movie starts, in others - the text, translation and picture appear together on the screen, while
the third group and the others contain only text and a picture or a movie.
Especially interesting and useful for our team in Craiova was a visit to the local school
for children with special educational needs and participation in their conference. We got
acquainted with the methods and working practices used by colleagues, exchanged experience,
and commented on the problems and expectations of the project. We also became acquainted
with the position of a parent - the mother of an autistic child who showed us how she used
mobile technologies to help her son's personal development. Later we shared her experience
with parents of some of our students. This further reinforced their position that the project will
be effective, useful and attractive to their children.
In the beginning of the school year, the experimental work began. We decided to carry
out an internal survey among the students of the 7th and 8th grade who would very specifically
show their attitude towards the learning process on the subject Biology and health education,
Geography and economics, and the school in general, as well as to study the interests and the
level of motivation for learning in the beginning of the experiment. The survey was
anonymous. Everyone has been seriously involved, largely due to the interest in future work
and the expectation of something new and interesting, and because of the strong desire to work
with tablets in the classroom. The results will be detailed in the end of the report and compared
to the survey conducted in the end of the school year.
Educators have elaborated detailed plans (the so-called "plan scenario") of the lessons
with specific tasks, activities and expected results, separately described for pupils and teachers.
Emphasis is placed on the exact and comprehensible formulation of the specific task of working
with the tablet and the resource.
By curriculum, the first experimental lesson was in Geography and Economics in the 8th
grade. After a long waiting and systematic inquiry in the corridors such as: "Madam, when will
we finally work with the tablets?" And "Madam, are we going to have a lesson with the tablets
today?", the children went into the Biology and Health education room specifically equipped
for working in the project. The chairs are arranged in the traditional school order - in a
semicircle so that students can see better and read the teacher's lips. Next to the whiteboard,
besides the geographic map is a screen and a little further ahead are ready-to-use multimedia
and laptop. On every desk, there are the usual atlases and textbooks, and a tablet too. For some
time the students did not sit, they were looking at the new benefits with admiration. "Pretty
good, madam," some said, taking the tablets. The interest was very great, which made it
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necessary to spend a few minutes of the children's break. Some of the students showed skills
to work with the device because they have their own mobile phones. Some went into Facebook,
others went to "You Tube". When the teacher told them that later in the lesson they would be
able to work with the tablets and asked them to turn them off, they quickly, without further
repetition, agreed and switched to the lesson. Together, they promised to follow certain rules:
active participation in the work during the hours and use of the tablets only for the purpose and
in connection with the tasks assigned by the teacher. If there is free time or break time, the lady
will allow them to examine them more thoroughly.
The lesson "Particularities and Formation of Europe's Relief" occupies an important place
not only in the formation of knowledge about the European continent, but also in the future
study of the Balkan Peninsula and Bulgaria. It is part of building a comprehensive geographic
culture of the students with hearing impairment. The goals are achieved with verbal
explanations of the teacher through a talk, performing specific tasks by the pupils and
extremely good visualization in order to properly assimilate the processes and new concepts.
Essentially, the teacher provokes mental activity and enables children to improve their practical
skills. We know that the visual perception compensates to some extent the auditory and is
leading the development of hearing impaired youths. This requires the use of many visual tools
in order to better understand and learn the material.
To get quick feedback to find out what the children are achieving in the classroom, the
pedagogue uses an individual task sheet on which the IT resources of the particular lesson are
printed also the codes of the IT resources. It would be interesting to note that students perform
the third task of the new topic using a geographic map. Here the results are not that good. Only
one student (17%) has coped without error. Two (33%) have one mistake, one (17%) has done
partially and two (33%) have not managed at all. This shows that children did not remember
the concepts of this part of the new lesson. Without further training and learning it is difficult,
or almost impossible, students with hearing impairments to memorize and reproduce the new
material within the lesson. And here the teacher is helped by mobile technology. Each one of
them, with great interest but a little uncertain, turn on the tablets, find the mRIDGE icon, point
to the code, and look at the video resource. Some of them did it from the start, others had to
repeat, but everyone was looking at the beautiful pictures of the presentation and, without the
teacher's reminders, read the words underneath - the terms of "glaciers" and "glacial shapes".
The faster ones watched the material a second time. Only one girl with Child Cerebral Palsy
who can hardly write and talk and has no good fine motorcycle has received a full help from
the teacher. The two of them pointed the tablet together and waited for the video. How joyous,
how engaging and interested her eyes were at that moment. At last she is feeling complete in
class, almost on par with others.
After switching off the tablets all together, without any confrontation and contradiction,
observing the accepted rules, they looked at the illustrations in the textbook, pointing to and
naming the names of the various glacial shapes. The teacher helped by correcting the proper
pronunciation and speaking or by suggesting the forgotten term in some cases. In order to
update and consolidate, he briefly summed up the current lesson and asked the students to
complete their work on the individual sheet by writing down the glacial forms. Three (50%)
coped without error, two (33%) - partially, and one (17%) wrote down not only the forms but
also the mineral species he saw in the last video resource. These results are much better than
the previous ones for the lesson, i.e. the first part of task 3, compared to not using a tablet.
The geography class ended with children's requests to watch other interesting things and
to work with IT resources every hour, if possible in other subjects as well.
At school, knowledge and skills are developed to help the individual development of
each student so that he/she is useful to society as a whole and to oneself in particular. Good
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examples in this area are biology lessons that are related not only to knowing and acquisition
of knowledge about the human organism, but also skills for hygiene and disease prevention.
The "Reproductive System" topic is very popular in puberty and is always of interest to
developing young people who already know the organs at the time of in-depth study. The aim
of the educator is to consolidate and summarize them, but above all to form skills for the
hygiene of sexual life and prevention of unwanted pregnancies. That is why this lesson was
held in a separate lesson with the title "Hygiene of the Reproductive System and Sexual Life".
The experimental lesson on subject Biology and health education confirmed the high
expectations of the teachers involved in the project for a particularly interesting and dynamic
lesson, while at the same time proving the high efficiency of mobile technologies in working
with hearing impaired students.
At the beginning of the class, the teacher made an update and summary of the knowledge
through a brief lecture, stimulating the active participation of the students. He acquainted them
with the new concepts. Together they enumerated hygiene rules, and then they were invited to
tell what they knew about the sexual act. Then they all commented. In front of the students,
along with textbooks and notebooks, the tablets were laid out and there were printed sheets on
which a case study was written, a code for the IT resource was printed, and a picture of
photographed contraceptives was glued. The teacher translated the case with the sign language
and asked a question: "What mistakes have the participants in the case made?" He summarized
the students' comments, emphasizing that one of the fatal errors is the non-use of protection
during sex. The teacher then urged students to watch video resources by carefully tracking the
translation. Everyone managed well by using the tablets. Only one of the girls encountered
difficulty due to her illness and the poorly formed fine motor skills. The movie was loading
slowly, but the children patiently and with interest waited to see what would appear on the
screen. They carefully watched the sign language translation, under which the explanatory text
was statically displayed so that it could be read. Then a video clip was launched, detailing and
explaining all the basic methods to prevent pregnancy.
When the students placed the tablet on the desks, the teacher clarified with help of
questions what the children viewed and understood from the watched resource. He commented
on their responses and emphasized that the only safe and healthy method for young people at
the age they are in, is abstinence from sexual intercourse.
The lesson continued with a crossword. One by one students went out on the board to write
the specific preventive means. The long and complex word condom caused hesitation. The
pedagogue showed a pack and everyone laughed and were a little embarrassed. They know
the mimic very well and what it serves for, but they did not correctly remember the word. Mitko
wrote it on the board with the help of everyone.
The lesson ended with an elevated mood. And during the break, students repeated the
names of the protective devices seen in the video resource. They commented with the students
of the other class what they saw. Seeing the great interest, the teacher told them that next time
they will look at how pregnancy and embryo develop.
The topics in Biology and Health Education in the 7th grade are fundamental to science
but are not enough interesting and attractive to students. IT resources made them very different
for children. They gladly worked with the tablets and watched closely the colourful and
dynamic images and animations accompanied by sign language translation.
The school year went off quickly and almost unnoticed for all participants in the project,
full of systematic work and in-depth work. We carried out the preliminary planned internal
survey. The aim is to examine the results in the end of the school year when the pupil's pilot
project ends, and the specific tasks are: to establish changes in students' attitudes towards the
learning process in Biology and health education, Geography and economics and the school
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generally; studying the changing interests and level of motivation for learning efforts of hearing
impaired children; establishing specific outcomes of the project work and student attitude
towards the use of mobile technologies at school.
The first question allows for an open answer, which quite often is difficult for hearing
impaired children. Unlike the first term, all students answered it at the end of the year. It is
extremely important here to note that the project subjects occupy the top positions among most
respondents. Thus, geography and biology classes have become favourites for 96% of students,
compared to 49% in the first term. They even overtook the subject liked by most students, i.e.
Physical education and sport.
The following questions contain several possible answers. They show students'
motivation and attitudes towards classroom lessons and material that is studied from various
aspects: thinking about the phone, active participation in class, sharing with parents about what
is happening at school.
At the end of the first term, only a third (28.86%) of students do not think about their
phone during classes, compared to the annual result of 85.41%. No one expresses the opinion
that he/she is bored at the end of the year, but the percentage of those who do not see where
they will use what the teacher says increases. Yes, it is interesting in classes; Yes, it is better
when we look at resources on tablets, but are pupils motivated for academic work? Indicative
are the answers to the question: "What in the textbook would make you read the lesson?" It is
not so important here which answer you choose. The total score has doubled. If, at the end of
the first term, only 37.84% answer that one of the above can make them read the lesson in the
textbook, at the end of the year this percentage is 65.28. Here we see the increased motivation
for school work, which is also confirmed by the annual grade result.
Very indicative of the attitude of parents towards school is question number 15. The
result that shows whether students share at home what they have learned dramatically has risen.
At the end of the first term, only one pupil gives a positive answer (12.5%), and at the end of
the year they are 6 / 41.67% /. This means that the interest of children in the school material
and the school in general is passed on to the family. Students show development and real
results. Irrespective of ethnic and educational status, each parent is glad at the success of their
children. When they surpass family levels, the role and importance of school education is even
more prominent.
The final question proves that the school really has to become an interesting place.
Already at the end of the first term, this is confirmed by the answers of most students - 94.44%,
but at the end of the year everyone is of this opinion (100%).
The use of mobile technologies and IT resources in the classes of the two subjects has
changed the attitude of children towards the material studied, increased interest in school,
motivation for school work, and the desire of students in both classes to be in school. These
are the conclusions from the survey. But perhaps the most rhetorical question that everyone
asked when handing in the sheets was: "Madam, will we still work with tablets next year?"
The experiment is over, the children are in vacation and it is time for the pedagogical
team to analyse and summarize the results of the overall pilot project work and to prepare for
the next meeting with the partners in Spain. For this, we looked at the films with the lessons
and photos, discussed the results of the questionnaires for students, teachers and parents,
listened to the teachers in the subjects, and commented.
We decided to summarize the results by groups - those described at the beginning of the
report and identified after the preliminary questionnaires. We are all convinced that the project
was accepted with great willingness and interest. Exceptions are two 7th-grade boys with
multiple disabilities who have no training needs and their development is limited to studying
poems, counting to 100, and forming basic motor and hygiene habits. But even with them there
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is calmness and interest in melody resources. To this group also belongs, the girl of the 8th
grade, but the resources were interesting for her, helped her to work in the class almost on par
with the others.
Students in the second and third subgroups took a lot of interest in the classes in which
we used IT resources. Those who have preserved intelligence have done extremely fast with
tablet work. The information provided in this way impressed them. When looking at the
pictures in the textbook, their attention is not focused. They quickly move their eyes and often
cannot answer what they saw. After watching the video, they recreate what they see,
unfortunately mainly with gestures. They do not have the vocabulary to reproduce or use a
narrative. They answer to brief questions and show understanding of basic phenomena or
processes. The fact that they cannot reproduce the text is due to many factors: individual
capacity, language ignorance, undeveloped memory, etc. But more importantly, thanks to the
resources of the mRIDGE platform they understand the meaning of the process, remember
certain actions they need and acquire practical skills. For example, why do we need precautions
in sex, what to do if there are lightning, how to protect against floods and the like. Most of the
group are Roma children, entirely dependent on family financial difficulties, the lack of
positive attitude towards school, somewhat caused by parents' own illiteracy, and often,
especially during the cold winter months they stay at home. Unfortunately, this year there was
such a time, but less pronounced than the past. When they returned after their "extended"
vacation, they were impatient to work with tablets. They shared that it was the most interesting
for them and missed them when they were at home. All of them are accommodated in the
boarding house, they use the facilities, always have hot food, but have their learning problems.
Often the lessons are boring for them, the material studied is hard to understand, but mobile
technologies attract their attention. The IT resources used in the project impressed them with
their attractiveness and diversity. They saw how certain phenomena and processes occur in
nature, assessed the need to explore them and to develop prevention and protection skills in
certain specific cases or in natural disasters.
The most active in the classes are students from the first group: ambitious, diligent,
painstaking. They quickly coped with the use of the tablet and the code. Even they are impatient
with the slower loading of some of the movies. They watch the sign language translation
carefully, read the text, remember and reproduce the most important things. They are not
limited to what they see, they ask additional questions. Seek more information. When assigned
to independent work, they are active and willing to show the best possible knowledge. If the
movie is longer and they have not been able to understand all the essential moments, they repeat
the viewing and complement the answers. This is best seen in the classes where the teacher
uses worksheets. The pupils write down the answers on them and within the lesson it is
understood to what extent they have mastered the material taught and the resource watched
from the platform.
Our school is one of the schools in Bulgaria, which also works under the project
"Support for equal access and personal development" of the Ministry of Education and Science.
We have two teams of specialists who consult and support the work of colleagues with hearing
impaired children in different parts of the country. Most often, these are remote areas lacking
specialist teachers, and parents do not have enough money send their children to the big city
systematically for special support. At the first visits and after diagnostics, it turned out that the
level of the students was extremely low. Most people in need are in the middle school /4th - 8th
grade/. At this point they have no formed speech, they do not show knowledge, they are not
communicative and are shy, they are shut into themselves. One of our teams, the one who
works on mRIDGE, decides to use not only traditional methods but also tablets. Thanks to
them, the boundary of difficult contacts has been overcome, the children are already relaxed,
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smiling when doing their assigned tasks and showing their satisfaction with every elementary
success. One or two visits are totally inadequate to achieve serious results, but working with
pre-selected IT-specific resources, some of which were uploaded on the mRIDGE platform by
the Romanian project partners, intrigued students and impressed them. They repeated several
distinct words several times, watching the teacher's lips. They showed willingness to learn and
the need to form a speech for communication. The colleagues such as resource teachers and
psychologists have expressed the opinion that working with the tablet is a good incentive and
opens new opportunities for the education of children with special educational needs - SEN.
The pedagogical team at Secondary school for Students with hearing impairment "Prof.
Dr. Stoyan Belinov "- Plovdiv united around the opinion that the project proved to be extremely
important for the education and development of the students from our school. The subjects
Geography and economy and Biology and health education have become favourites for them.
The interest in school work has increased, and knowledge in certain areas has increased. Proof
of this is the higher grade results of the students compared to the last school year and the
difference in the estimates between the entry and exit levels of the current one. The conclusions
are: "mRIDGE" has contributed to the development and support of the education of students
with hearing impairment; IT resources complement the textbooks, support the work of the
teacher, increase the interest of pupils in education, and motivate their desire for systematic
attendance at school and self-education.
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REPORT
WITH THE RESULTS OF THE TRAINING OF STUDENTS
WITH MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS IN PU,
BULGARIA
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Third Scenario “Use of mobile technology to expand training opportunities of
people with musculoskeletal disorders”
INTRODUCTION
In this report we present the results achieved during the implementation of the Third Scenario
“Use of mobile technology to expand training opportunities of people with musculoskeletal
disorders”.
Profiles of the people with musculoskeletal disorders
Individuals with disabilities are in no way a homogeneous group, not even those who share the
same type of disabling condition. Approximately 10% of the population has a physical
condition resulting in motor impairment. Examples of such conditions include spinal cord
injuries, cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis, muscular dystrophy, limb amputation, etc.
Musculoskeletal disorder is associated with some behavioural characteristics, including limited
social skills, attentional deficits and depression. For years, differently-abled students have
struggled with their assignments or been shut out of different classes or subjects because
schools had accessibility or instructional problems. The result has been that disabled students
have long been subject to inadequate and unequal educational opportunities.
But the rapid development and application of computer-based technology, however, has
created a sea change in available options for disabled students, ending the isolation and limited
opportunities disabled students have long faced. Computer programs have been designed to
make it easier for students with musculoskeletal disorders to access material, communicate
their ideas and work, and participate in educational experiences. The advent of online learning
in particular has created greater accessibility for the many students for whom traditional
courses and university campuses previously presented obstacles to easy accessibility.
Essentially, new technologies allow students to take advantage of many of the same
opportunities for success as other students—turning yesterday’s disabled students into today’s
enabled students! Electronic and Information Technology is at the heart of this revolution in
learning opportunities for disabled students because they are the basis of assistive technology.
Though students with musculoskeletal disorders should never be barred from any learning
environment, like all students, some do function better in an environment with limited
distractions and more accessibility than might be available in many classrooms or on very large
campuses.
That’s where online education can be very helpful. For example, the ability to take classes in a
single environment, such as a home office, guarantees that disabled students will have all of
their assistive technologies available in one place.
Training with the help of mobile devices has the potential to enhance the access to education
for students with musculoskeletal disorders, to create supportive learning environment,
adaptive to their individual needs. Advancement in development of mobile technologies creates
prerequisites for facilitating the online students in three main areas:
•
Information resources delivery;
•
Access to training resources;
•
Interactive communication between educators and students.
The main advantage, offered by training with mobile devices to students with musculoskeletal
disorders is that it removes the spatial barriers in front of them – the physical classrooms
become unnecessary in the traditional sense of this word and the students can join a course
from a place and at time, chosen by them.
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Pilot training of students with musculoskeletal disorders using the DIPSEIL e-learning
platform
According to the needs and capabilities of the students with musculoskeletal disorders,
educational courses are developed and adapted on the platform for electronic learning
DIPSEIL. By means of this platform individual support is provided and individual approach is
applied. To enable students to participate fully in the learning process, when developing the
educational courses, both the capabilities and requirements of the particular group of students
are precisely analyzed and well-grounded choice of the most appropriate mobile technology is
made for development of digital resources, adequate to their needs.
For the students with musculoskeletal disorders educational courses from two Master’s
programes are adapted. The use of the mobile technologies has a key and facilitating role in
offering educational resources to students with musculoskeletal disorders because of the fact
that mobile technologies give a flexible access to a wide spectrum of information and
educational digital resources, tailored to their needs. They allow online courses to be accessed
from mobile devices at any time and from any place.
For the third scenario purposes development and adaptation of educational digital resources for
mobile devices, in accordance with the specific character of the platform for electronic learning
DIPSEIL have been performed.
In this report we present the students’ evaluation results of the courses in two masters programs:
“Investment Management in Telecommunications” and “Telecommunication and
information systems” in two semesters.
1. THE EVALUATION STRATEGIES
We will go to evaluate courses design and application to a group of students with
musculoskeletal disorders enrolled in the two masters programs: “Investment Management
in Telecommunications” and “Telecommunication and information systems” in Plovdiv
University, and we will reflect on the evaluation results.
The indicators to evaluate the course and its quality are defined as follows:
•

Adequacy: the coherence between, on the one hand, input, process, products and goals,
and on the other hand, expected and social needs. The quality indicators of adequacy,
in education, are defined as the coherence between the course with the needs
assessment.

•

Efficacy: the coherence between the products and the outcomes with the goals defines
the efficacy, or the good results that a course reaches according with the previous needs.

•

Efficiency: the coherence between input and process, and product defines the efficiency
identified as the appropriate use of the resources to reach the goals.

•

Satisfaction: the coherence between the needs and the outcomes, and is a measurement
of the impact.
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•

Excellence: means the good practices to reach goals in respond to the needs, or put it in
another way, the optimal coherence level between all the components represented in
the systemic model of the quality of course or educations institutions.

2. RESULTS FROM THE TRAINING OF STUDENTS WITH MUSCULOSKELETAL
DISORDERS IN PLOVDIV UNIVERSITY
The pilot training of students with musculoskeletal disorders is implemented in Plovdiv
University within the courses in two masters programs: “Investment Management in
Telecommunications” and “Telecommunication and information systems” in two
semesters.
The master programs started on October, 2016 and finished on July, 2017.
2.1. Students group characteristics. Age and Gender
The number of students with musculoskeletal disorders is 4. The group’s age shows a mean of
25 years, where the youngest student is 23 years old, and the oldest, is 29. Two of the
students are women and 2 are men. Three of these students are in the “Investment
Management in Telecommunications” master program. One student is in
“Telecommunication and information systems” master program.
The students with musculoskeletal disorders did not attend the classes and used only the
DIPSEIL system for making the tasks. Nevertheless these students received help and assistance
when needed by the teachers responsible for the courses in the laboratories of the University.
2.2. Quality indicators of ‘efficiency’
Three specific instruments to collect information about ‘efficiency’ indicators were used,
namely:
•
•
•

Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment Questionnaire
System Usability Questionnaire
Students’ achievement.

2.2.1. Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment Questionnaire
‘Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment Questionnaire’, applies a Likert
scale, valuing every item from 1 to 5, minimal to maximal agreement with a particular
statement in the questionnaire.
Results from the ‘Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment
Questionnaire’
In our research project the attitude towards learning by Internet-based environment is
considered as a variable that is necessary to be controlled because it may have an effect on the
evaluation of the courses.
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The students were asked to answer a short questionnaire about’ 'Attitudes towards learning by
Internet-based environment', in order to know the initial students’ attitudes towards this
modality to learn.
The questionnaire consists of 20 statements, and the students should answer choosing a value
between 1 to 5, depending on whether she/he totally disagrees (‘1’) or totally agrees (‘5’) on
items.
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistic of the answers of 4 students.
Table 1. Descriptive statistic: ‘Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment
Questionnaire‘
Mean
1. I enjoy working in Internet environment
2. Learning should match the individual preferences
3. Internet has a very positive influence on learning
4. I keep myself up to date of everything related to Information technology
5. It is complete responsibility of everybody to decide about
a. The learning content of a particular subject matter
b. The way of learning of a particular subject matter

4,24
4,50
4,25
4,25

4,50
4,25

6. I learn better when:
a. Looking at examples and demos
b. Following procedures and guidelines
c. Doing and practicing
d. Studying theories and explanations
7. Internet-based learning creates better opportunities for learning than traditional
methods

4,25

8. Studying a particular subject matter should reflect real working situations

3,75

9. This is my first course by Internet
10. I find very positive the idea of using Internet by study different subject matters
11. I have rich experience with using Internet for educational purposes
12. I expect improve in learning my achievement after do this course using Internet
13. I feel very comfortable in Internet-based environments
14. Internet brings to our life many of the services that today have
15. I feel comfortable in a learning situation where:
a. What to study about a particular subject matter is strictly
prescribed
b. How to study a particular subject matter is strictly
prescribed
Mean
Std. Dev.

2,50
4,75
3,75
4,00
4,75
4,25
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4,75
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Attitude to learning by Internet-based environment

Fig. 1 Histogram. Attitude to learn by Internet-based environment Questionnaire.
Mean=4,13; Std.Dev.=0,54; N=4
The answers range goes among 2,50 to 4.75, with a mean of 4.13, which can be interpreted as
the students’ attitudes towards learning by Internet-based environment are very positive.
The items in the questionnaire that obtain a score over the value of 4.50 are the items 6. I learn
better when Doing and practicing; 10. I find very positive the idea of using Internet by study
different subject matters; 13. I feel very comfortable in Internet-based environments.
Other items with high scores are number 2. Learning should match the individual preferences;
5. It is complete responsibility of everybody to decide about the learning content of a particular
subject matter; 6. I learn better when looking at examples and demos, with score 4.50.
In syntheses, we can see the good valuation in the questionnaire, which shows an excellent
attitude to learning by Internet-based environment by the students.
2.2.2. The usability and functionality of the platform. System Usability Questionnaire
The evaluation of the ‘usability and functionality of the platform’ deals with how well the
platform satisfies the user needs and requirements. This variable works as a contextual variable
that should be controlled, because in one online course the way in which the platform or the
‘system’ works could affect the entire learning process and also the final results.
The instrument to evaluate the platform is the „System Usability Questionnaire”.
In addition to the questionnaire, the platform has been evaluated by the peer review technique
before starting the courses. The outcome is to ensure that the platform will work according to
DIPSEIL model.
Results of the 'System Usability Questionnaire'
Because the learning environment is the DIPSEIL platform, it was necessary to collect the
students’ opinions about how the system works.
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The students were asked to answer this questionnaire. The questionnaire contains 19 items in
total applying Likert scale, from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree).
The results from the usability and functionality of the DIPSEIL system based on the answers
of the students in the 'System Usability Questionnaire’ are showed below (Table 2).
Table 2. System Usability Questionnaire. Descriptive Statistiques. N = 4
Mean

1. Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use the system
2. It was simple to use the system
3. I can effectively complete my work using the DIPSEIL system
4. I am able to complete my work quickly using the DIPSEIL system
5. I am able to efficiently complete my work using the DIPSEIL system
6. I feel comfortable using the DIPSEIL system
7. It was easy to learn to use the DIPSEIL system
8. I believe I became productive quickly using the DIPSEIL system
9. The system gives error messages that clearly tell me how to fix problems
10. Whenever I make a mistake using the system , I recover easily and quickly
11. The information (such as online help, on-screen messages, and other
documentation) provided with the DIPSEIL system is clear
12. It is easy to find the information I needed
13. The information provided for the DIPSEIL system is easy to understand
14. The information is effective in helping me complete the tasks
15. The organization of information on the DIPSEIL system screens is clear
16. The interface of the DIPSEIL system is pleasant
17. I like using the interface of the DIPSEIL system
18. The system has all the functions and capabilities I expect it to have the DIPSEIL
system
19. Overall, I am satisfied with the DIPSEIL system

6,25
6,50
6,00
6,25
6,00
6,75
6,25
6,00
5,50
5,50
6,50
6,50
6,25
6,75
6,25
6,25
6,00
6,25
6,75
6.24

Total mean

The items: 6. I feel comfortable using the DIPSEIL system; 14. The information is effective in
helping me complete the tasks; 19. Overall, I am satisfied with the DIPSEIL system, receive
the highest score, (6.75 from 7). The second best items are: number 2. It was simple to use the
system; number 11. The information (such as online help, on-screen messages, and other
documentation) provided with the DIPSEIL system is clear and number 12. It is easy to find
the information I needed with score of 6.50.
All the items have received a valuation over 5.50, with a means of 6.24 and one standard
deviation of 0,36, which means nearly total agreement in the valuation of the platform by the
users. We can see the descriptive statistics in the histogram below:
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System Usability

Fig. 2 Histogram. System Usability Questionnaire. Mean=6,24; Std.Dev.=0,36; N=4
The general mean in the usability questionnaire has been 6.24, showing a positive valuation
and agreement between the students (Standard Deviation=0.36) on the DIPSEIL system.
2.2.3. Students’ achievement
Efficacy indicators are usually based on the discrepancy between final results and goals. So we
need to check if the courses in the masters programs: “Investment Management in
Telecommunications” and “Telecommunication and information systems” have been
effective finding out whether the goals have been achieved.
We need to measure the students’ achievement in knowledge, performance and attitude, but
especially in performance because our mDR Model for third scenario is characterized by
students’ performance-centered learning.
Students’ achievement obtained through formative and summative evaluation’ on the tasks,
including knowledge, skills and attitude have been measured along the learning process.
The outcome was to obtain information about the students’ achievement in competencies when
finish the courses. The achievements of all the students that studied in the masters programs:
“Investment Management in Telecommunications” and “Telecommunication and information
systems are shown as follows.
Results in achievement in “Telecommunication and Information Systems” Master
Program in every course
Seven students studied in the “Telecommunication and Information Systems” master program.
One of them is with musculoskeletal disorders and studied the courses by DIPSEIL system
distantly. This student did not attend the classes and used only the DIPSEIL system for making
the tasks. He received help and assistance when needed by the teachers responsible for the
courses in the laboratories of the University. The other students were regular training students
and each week they held classes in Plovdiv University.
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“Telecommunication and Information Systems” Master Degree consists of eight subjects
which are taught in two semesters. The list of the subjects includes:
1. Information Systems
2. Industrial and Real Time Communications
3. Electronics for Information and Communication Technology
4. Satellite and Mobile Communications
5. Telecommunication Networks of Next Generation
6. Web Programming and Design
7. Microcontrollers Programming in Arduino environment
8. Global Information Systems
Each subject consists of eight tasks. The scale to evaluate the students in Bulgaria, use a range
from 1 to 6, needing a 3 to pass the exam. Nevertheless, in the courses that we show as follow
this scale have been transformed in another from 1 to 10, more frequent used in other European
countries.
The teachers responsible for the courses provided the following students’ marks for every task
in this subjects:
Students
1*
2
3
4
5
6
7

Task
1
9,0
9,5
9
8,5
9
8,5
9

Task
2
10
9,5
9
8
9
8
9

Table 3. Information Systems
Task
Task
Task
Task
3
4
5
6
9,5
10
10
7,5
9
9
9,5

9
9,5
9,5
7,5
9,5
9
9

10
10
10
8
9
10
10

8
9
8,5
7,5
8,5
7,5
8

Task
7
8,5
9,5
9,5
7,5
9,5
7
7

*Student 1 is with musculoskeletal disorders.
Table 4. Industrial and Real Time Communications
Students Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1*
2
3
4
5
6
7

9
8,5
8
9
9
9
10

9
8
8,5
9
10
9
8

9,5
9
8
9,5
9,5
9,5
8

8,5
9
8,5
9
9
8,5
9

10
10
8
10
10
10
8,5

8
8
8,5
7,5
8
8
9

7
8
8,5
7,5
7,5
7
8

1*
2
3
4
5
6
7

9
8,5
9
9
8,5
8
7,5

9
8
9
9
7,5
8,5
7

8
9
10
9,5
7,5
8
7,5

7,5
8
9,5
9
7,5
8,5
6,5

9,5
9,5
10
10
7,5
8
7,5

9
9,5
8,5
8
8
8,5
7

8
8
9,5
7
7,5
8,5
7,5

Task
8

Means

7
9,5
9,5
8
9
7
7

8,88
9,56
9,38
7,81
9,06
8,25
8,56

Task
8

Means

8
8
8
8,5
8,5
8
8

8,63
8,56
8,25
8,75
8,94
8,63
8,56

9,5
9,5
9,5
7
7
8
8

8,69
8,75
9,38
8,56
7,63
8,25
7,31

*Student 1 is with musculoskeletal disorders.
Table 5. Electronics for Information and Communication Technology
Students Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task Means
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

*Student 1 is with musculoskeletal disorders.
Table 6. Satellite and Mobile Communications
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Students
1*
2
3
4
5
6
7

Task
1
9
9
9
9
8,5
8,5
9,5

Task
2
8
9
10
9
8
8
9,5

Task
3
8,5
9
9,5
9,5
9
7,5
10

Task
4
9
9,5
9
8,5
9
7,5
9,5

Task
5
8,5
9
10
10
10
8
10

Task
6
8
8,5
8
8
8
7,5
9

Task
7
8,5
9,5
7,5
7
8
7,5
9,5

Task
8
9
9
8,5
8
8
8
9,5

*Student 1 is with musculoskeletal disorders.
Table 7. Telecommunication Networks of Next Generation
Students Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1*
2
3
4
5
6
7

9
9
8,5
8
8,5
9,5
8,5

9
9
8
8,5
9
9,5
7,5

10
9
9
8
8
10
7,5

9,5
9,5
9
8,5
9
9,5
7,5

10
9
10
8
9
10
7,5

8,5
8,5
7,5
8,5
7,5
9
8

9,5
9,5
7
8,5
7
9,5
7,5

*Student 1 is with musculoskeletal disorders.
Table 8. Web Programming and Design
Students Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1*
2
3
4
5
6
7

8,5
9
9
7,5
9
1
9

8
9
9
7
9
8,5
10

9
8
10
7,5
9
8
9,5

9
7,5
9,5
6,5
9,5
7,5
9

10
9,5
10
7,5
9
7,5
10

8
9
8,5
7
8,5
8
8

8
8
9,5
7,5
9,5
7,5
7,5

9
8,5
9
9
9
10
9

8
7,5
9
9
9
9,5
9,5

8,5
7,5
9
9,5
9,5
10
8

9
7,5
9,5
8,5
9
9
8

8,5
7,5
9
10
10
9
9,5

8
8
8,5
7,5
8
8,5
9

8,5
7,5
9,5
7
7
9,5
7,5

*Student 1 is with musculoskeletal disorders.
Table 10. Global Information Systems
Students Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1*
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9,5
8,5
9
9
9
8

8,5
9,5
9
9
9
9
8,5

8
10
8
9,5
10
9,5
8,5

8,5
9,5
9
8,5
9,5
8,5
8

8
10
9
10
10
10
8,5
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8,5
9
7,5
7,5
8,5
8
8,5

8,5
9,5
7
7
9,5
7
8

8,56
9,06
8,94
8,63
8,56
7,81
9,56

Means

9,5
9
7
8
8,5
9,5
7

9,38
9,06
8,25
8,25
8,31
9,56
7,63

Task
8

Means

8
9,5
9,5
8
9
7,5
8,5

*Student 1 is with musculoskeletal disorders.
Table 9. Microcontrollers Programming in Arduino environment
Students Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1*
2
3
4
5
6
7

Means

8,56
8,69
9,38
7,31
9,06
8
8,94

Means

9
7
9
7
7
9,5
9

8,56
7,63
9,06
8,44
8,56
9,38
8,69

Task
8

Means

8
9,5
8,5
7
9,5
8
8

8,25
9,56
8,31
8,44
9,38
8,63
8,25
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*Student 1 is with musculoskeletal disorders.
Conclusions:
It is visible from the tables above that the student with musculoskeletal disorders has
obtained results from the tasks similar to the results of the rest of the students who made
their tasks in class at Plovdiv University. This student has very good achievements in all
master subjects. All the means of the scores obtained by this student in the 8 courses are over
8,25, in one range from 1 to 10.
All the students from the “Telecommunication and Information Systems” master program
graduated in July, 2017.
Results in achievement in “Investment Management in Telecommunications” Master
Program in every course
Eight students studied in the “Investment Management in Telecommunications” master
program. Three of them are with musculoskeletal disorders and studied the courses by
DIPSEIL system distantly. These students did not attend the classes and used only the DIPSEIL
system for making the tasks. They received help and assistance when needed by the teachers
responsible for the courses in the laboratories of the University. The other students were regular
training students and each week they held classes in Plovdiv University.
“Investment Management in Telecommunications” Master Degree consists of eight subjects
which are taught in two semesters. The list of the subjects includes:
1. Introduction to Telecommunication Systems
2. Mediums, Components and Devices for Telecommunications
3. Innovation and Entrepreneurship
4. Entrepreneurial Financing and Risk Capital
5. Innovative Marketing
6. Mobile Information Systems
7. Fibre Optic Communication Systems
8. Economy of Technical Change
Each subject consists of eight tasks. The scale to evaluate the students in Bulgaria, use a range
from 1 to 6, needing a 3 to pass the exam. Nevertheless, in the courses that we show as follow
this scale have been transformed in another from 1 to 10, more frequent used in other European
countries.
The teachers responsible for the courses provided the following students’ marks for every task
in this subjects:
Students
1*
2*
3*
4
5

Table 11. Introduction to Telecommunication Systems
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Means

10

9

7

9

9

8

9,5

7

8,56

9
8
9,5
9

9
8,5
9,5
9

9,5
8
10
9,5

8,5
8,5
9,5
9

10
8
10
10

8
8,5
9
7,5

7
8,5
9,5
7,5

8
8
9,5
8,5

8,63
8,25
9,56
8,75
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6
7
8

9
9
8,5

9
9
9

10
9,5
8

9,5
9
9

10
10
9

8,5
8
7,5

9,5
7
7

9,5
7
8,5

9,38
8,56
8,31

8,5
10
7,5
9
9
9
9,5
7,5

8
10
7,5
8,5
9
9
9
8

9
8,5
9
10
8
7,5
9,5
8

7,5
8,5
9
9,5
8,5
8
8
7,5

10
9
8
10
7,5
8
7,5
7

8
8
8,5
7,5
9
10
7,5
7

8
9
8,5
7
8
8
9
9

8,31
8,94
8,50
8,81
8,63
8,44
8,69
7,69

Task
8

Means

*Students 1, 2 and 3 are with musculoskeletal disorders.
Table 12. Mediums, Components and Devices for Telecommunications
Students Task Task Task Task Task Task Task Task Means
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1*
2*
3*
4
5
6
7
8

7,5
8,5
10
9
10
8
9,5
7,5

*Students 1, 2 and 3 are with musculoskeletal disorders.
Table 13. Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Students Task Task Task Task Task Task Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1*
2*
3*
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
9
10
9
8
10
9

9
7,5
9,5
10
10
8
8
7,5

8
8
9
9
9
7,5
8
7,5

8,5
8
9
9
10
8
9,5
8

9
7,5
8,5
10
9
7,5
9,5
7,5

7,5
8
8
7,5
9
9
8
9

10
8
10
9
8,5
8
8
9

10
8
9
8
9
8
9
7,5

*Students 1, 2 and 3 are with musculoskeletal disorders.
Table 14. Entrepreneurial Financing and Risk Capital
Students Task Task Task Task Task Task Task Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1*
2*
3*
4
5
6
7
8

9
8
7,5
6,5
9,5
9
7,5
8,5

8
9
9
8
10
8,5
7,5
8,5

8
9
9
7,5
10
9
10
10

9,5
9
8,5
8,5
8,5
9
9,5
9,5

9
10
8,5
8
9
8,5
10
9,5

9
8,5
10
9
8,5
10
9,5
8,5

*Students 1, 2 and 3 are with musculoskeletal disorders.
Table 15. Innovative Marketing
Students Task Task Task Task Task Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
1*
2*
3*
4
5
6
7
8

7,5
10
10
8,5
10
8,5
8,5
10

8
9
9,5
8,5
10
8,5
9
9

8
7,5
9,5
9
9
9
9
9

10
7
7,5
9
10
9
10
10

10
10
8
10
8,5
10
7,5
8,5

*Students 1, 2 and 3 are with musculoskeletal disorders.
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9
10
8
10
9,5
9,5
9,5
9

8,88
8,13
9,00
9,06
9,19
8,00
8,75
8,13

Means

10
8,5
10
8
9
10
8
9

9
10
9
8
9
10
8
10

8,94
9,00
8,94
7,94
9,19
9,25
8,75
9,19

Task
7

Task
8

Means

9
8
9,5
9
9,5
10
10
9

9
8,5
8
9,5
10
9
7,5
9

8,81
8,75
8,75
9,19
9,56
9,19
8,88
9,19
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Students
1*
2*
3*
4
5
6
7
8

Task
1
9
10
8,5
10
9
9,5
9,5
9

Table 16. Mobile Information Systems
Task Task Task Task Task Task
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
8,5
9,5
9
8,5
9,5
8
9

10
8,5
10
9
9
10
8
10

8,5
10
10
8,5
9,5
8
10
8,5

8,5
9
9
8,5
8
9,5
10
8,5

*Students 1, 2 and 3 are with musculoskeletal disorders.
Students
1*
2*
3*
4
5
6
7
8

Task
1
9
10
7,5
8,5
7,5
9,5
10
9

Task 1
9
8,5
9
9
8,5
8
7,5
9

7,5
9
9
10
8,5
8
8,5
7,5

Table 17. Fibre Optic Communication Systems
Task Task Task Task Task Task
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
8
7,5
8
8
9
9
10

8,5
8
8,5
8
7,5
9
9,5
9

9
9,5
10
10
9
10
8,5
9

8
9,5
10
9,5
9
9
10
10

*Students 1, 2 and 3 are with musculoskeletal disorders.
Students
1*
2*
3*
4
5
6
7
8

10
9,5
9,5
9,5
8
7,5
9
10

8
8,5
9,5
9,5
8,5
10
9,5
8,5

8
8,5
8
10
8
9,5
8,5
9

Table 18. Economy of Technical Change

Task 2
9
8
9
9
7,5
8,5
7
8

Task 3
8
9
10
9,5
7,5
8
7,5
8,5

Task 4
7,5
8
9,5
9
7,5
8,5
6,5
9

Task 5
9,5
9,5
10
10
7,5
8
7,5
8,5

*Students 1, 2 and 3 are with musculoskeletal disorders.

Task 6
9
9,5
8,5
8
8
8,5
7
8

Task 7
8
8
9,5
7
7,5
8,5
7,5
8,5

Task
8

Means

10
10
8
10
9
10
9
10

9,06
9,31
9,19
9,31
8,69
9,00
9,00
9,06

Task
8

Means

9,5
10
8
9
8,5
8
9
9

8,63
9,00
8,63
9,06
8,25
9,25
9,25
9,19

Task 8
9,5
9,5
9,5
7
7
8
8
9

Means
8,69
8,75
9,38
8,56
7,63
8,25
7,31
8,56

Conclusions:
The students with musculoskeletal disorders have obtained results from the tasks similar to
the results of the rest of the students who made their tasks in class at Plovdiv University.
These students have high achievements in all master subjects. All the means of the scores
obtained by these students in the 8 courses are over 8, in one range from 1 to 10.
All the students with musculoskeletal disorders from the “Investment Management in
Telecommunications” master program graduated in July, 2017.
2.3. Quality indicators of ‘satisfaction’ of the students with musculoskeletal disorders in
the training courses in the masters programs “Investment Management in
Telecommunications” and “Telecommunication and information systems”
The satisfaction from the training courses is measured in relation with third scenario “Use of
mobile technology to expand training opportunities of people with musculoskeletal disorders”
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goals, and with the implementation process and their results. Satisfaction is considered as a
measure of impact.
These variables have been measured by students by means of different instruments as the
‘Courses Evaluation Questionnaire’.
2.3.1. Courses Evaluation Questionnaire
For this purpose we have used the ‘Courses Evaluation Questionnaire’.
The ‘Courses Evaluation Questionnaire’ is addressed to the students with musculoskeletal
disorders from the masters programs “Investment Management in Telecommunications” and
“Telecommunication and information systems”, and should evaluate the courses just when they
finished it.
Every question in this questionnaire, which is in the form of statement, should be answered by
the students, who must evaluate the statements against the different components of the master
program which they have just finished.
The items in the questionnaire for evaluation of the courses pretend to evaluate if the courses
have been elaborated in accordance with our purpose in the project, and how the students
perceive that the courses have achieved its purpose.
The ‘Courses Evaluation Questionnaire’ pretends to measure the students’ satisfaction with the
courses, in relation with the third scenario goals and with the implementation process, including
the platform, and their results. Satisfaction is considered as an indicator of impact in our project
in relation with the mDR Model.
We give some explanations on the different items integrated in the ‘Courses Evaluation
Questionnaire’ as follows:
Q1. I would recommend these courses to others. This question has to do with a general
valuation of satisfaction with the entire courses and the learning process, including the
educational platform. Its purpose as a first item is to introduce to the student his/her attitude
towards the courses that has just finished in general and in its different elements, so she/he is
ready to answer the next questions in the questionnaire. The item is also related to a general
satisfaction from the courses, and it is a quality indicator on the impact of the courses.
Q2. The courses objectives clearly indicated what I should be able to do at the end of
the courses. This item pretends to evaluate the adequacy of the courses objectives to the project
purpose as to develop competences according with the needs previously evaluated, and which
students should be able to apply in their future real work, for what the course has been
conceived.
Q3. The sequence of learning tasks was well structured. This statement is related with
our conception on how performance should be learned, step by step, with a clear procedure
sequence. (Adequacy indicator).
Q4. The learning tasks were presented in the context of a real-life authentic problem.
This question is centered in the main focus of our project, in accordance with our purpose of
competence development for a future incorporation of the students to a real work. Our learning
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model says explicitly that the tasks should be presented in the context which in the future the
student will develop and apply his/her competencies learned. (Adequacy indicator).
Q5. Sufficient theoretical information was provided for each of the tasks. This item is
formulated in accordance with our instructional design focused on competence development,
theory based, as a corresponding training of the students, and specifically indeed that the
courses should present enough resources to serve the student solve the tasks demanded in the
courses. (Adequacy and efficiency indicators).
Q6. Sufficient number of examples was provided for each of the tasks. Our instructional
and learning Model is based, between others, in enough presented examples, in different way
and didactical and strategic support, as video, simulation, narrative explanation, etc, in order
to offer to the students’ information and demonstration relevant to the task, their procedures
and their final context application. (Adequacy and efficiency indicators).
Q7. For each of the tasks a procedure how to perform it was provided. Also in
accordance with our learning model. (Adequacy and efficiency indicators).
Q8. The feedback from the instructors was helpful. It has to do with our conception of
formative evaluation, facilitating to the student a feedback on time and in the level that he/she
need. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q9. The feedback from the instructors was just-in-time. It is an item with a higher level
of explanation, or specification, than the previous one. As sooner the student receives the
feedback on his/her learning realization, as better for her/his learning, and in case of some
misunderstanding, before discover his/her mistake and the best way to arrive to a better
solution. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q10. The main benefit for me from these courses is to understand the learning content.
This item pretends to detect the main focus on the learning design of the courses, and this items
is followed for two items more in this same line, to investigate if the courses are centred more
in contents than in practices or in solve real authentic problems . (Adequacy and efficacy
indicators).
Q11. The main benefit for me from these courses is applying knowledge on learning
exercises. The same that we said in the previous item 10. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q12. The main benefit for me from these courses is the ability to solve real-life authentic
problems. The same that we said in the previous item 10. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q13. DIPSEIL learning environment facilitated rather than hindered my learning. It is
an item specifically addressed to evaluate the educational platform or learning environment in
which the training courses have been implemented, emphasizing that DIPSEIL platform has a
positive contribution to facilitate their learning more than to hinder it. (Adequacy and efficacy
indicators).
Q14. I have the impression that with DIPSEIL it takes less time to complete learning
tasks than without such a system. The same that we said in the previous item 13, but in a more
specific way. The question here has to see with the efficacy of the ‘educational platform’ for
learning. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q15. I believe that without DIPSEIL it would cost me more mental efforts to accomplish
learning tasks. This item has to see with the possibilities of the educational platforms and the
technologies of the information and communication, to facilitate learning, specially showing
the learning question by images, graphics, movies, simulations, in an easier, quicker and as
lower cost than by other learning context. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q16. The interface of DIPSEIL is intuitive and self-explanatory. The same that we said
in the previous item 13, but in reference to the prompts to move in the platform. (Adequacy
and efficacy indicators).
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Q17. It is easy to learn to use DIPSEIL. The same that we said in the previous item 13,
but in reference to the easily or not for learning the use of DIPSEIL system. (Adequacy and
efficacy indicators).
Q18. It is easy to navigate through the system. The same that we said in the previous
item 13, but in reference to the browser or navigation by the interfaces. (Adequacy and efficacy
indicators).
Q19. Overall, I am satisfied with the quality of these courses. A general question on the
courses, on the contents, learning objectives, learning guide and examples, learning evaluation
and feedback. Reflects satisfaction with the quality of the course. (Impact indicator).
Q20. Overall, I am satisfied with the DIPSEIL environment. A general question on the
platform. Reflects satisfaction with the platform used in the course. (Impact indicator).
We believed that it would be a good idea to start with a question on the impact of the courses
on the students, asking if they would recommend the courses to others -some friends-, facing
the students towards a situation to reflect about their satisfaction (or not) on the courses quality,
and to finish with a general questions on the courses and the platform.
2.3.2. Results of the Courses Evaluation Questionnaire
On the next tables we show the results given by the 4 students with musculoskeletal disorders
for the courses from the masters programs “Investment Management in Telecommunications”
and “Telecommunication and information systems”, according to the ‘Courses evaluation
Questionnaire’.
Table 19. Courses from the masters programs “Investment Management in
Telecommunications” and “Telecommunication and information systems”
Number of people chose:

1

2

3

4

5

Q1

0

0

2

2

0

Q2

0

0

0

2

2

Q3

0

0

1

1

2

Q4

0

0

0

1

3

Q5

0

0

1

2

1

Q6

0

0

0

2

2

Q7

0

0

1

1

2

Q8

0

1

0

2

1

Q9

0

0

1

3

0

Q 10

0

0

1

2

1

Q 11

0

0

1

2

1

Q 12

0

0

0

3

1

Q 13

0

0

0

2

2

Q 14

0

0

1

2

1

Q 15

0

0

1

1

2

Q 16

0

0

0

1

3
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The mean of
level of
significance
3,50
4,50
4,25
4,75
4,00
4,50
4,25
3,75
3,75
4,00
4,00
4,25
4,50
4,00
4,25
4,75
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Q 17

0

0

1

2

1

Q 18

0

0

0

3

1

Q 19

0

0

0

2

2

Q 20

0

0

0

3

1

Mean

4,00
4,25
4,50
4,25
4,20

Std. Dev.

0,33

In the results collected in the table above, we find that the quality criteria best evaluated by the
students with musculoskeletal disorders in the courses from the masters programs “Investment
Management in Telecommunications” and “Telecommunication and information systems”,
are: The learning tasks were presented in the context of a real-life authentic problem and The
interface of DIPSEIL is intuitive and self-explanatory, with a punctuation of 4.75. The general
mean obtained in this course is 4.20.
3. CONCLUSIONS
According the third scenario “Use of mobile technology to expand training opportunities of
people with musculoskeletal disorders”, educational courses were developed and adapted on
the platform for electronic learning DIPSEIL. By means of this platform individual support
was provided and individual approach was applied. To enable students with musculoskeletal
disorders to participate fully in the learning process, when developing the educational courses,
both the capabilities and requirements of that particular group of students were precisely
analyzed and well-grounded choice of the most appropriate mobile technology was made for
development of digital resources, adequate to their needs.
For the students with musculoskeletal disorders educational courses from two Master’s
programes were adapted.
The use of internet as environment to learn advised to investigate the students’ attitude to learn
by internet-based environment, considered it as a variable that could affect the learning results.
With this purpose, we have asked the students to fill in the ‘Attitude towards learning by
Internet-based environment’ Questionnaire. The results obtained in the questionnaire, with a
global mean of 4.13, (1-5 scale) confirm the positive students’ attitude to learn by Internetbased environment.
The DIPSEIL system, as environment to learn courses has been evaluated by means of a
‘System Usability Questionnaire’ by the students, obtaining a means of 6.24 (1-7 scale), which
shows very high valuation. These results have been corroborated by the results obtained in the
items in the ‘Courses Evaluation Questionnaire’, referred to the educational platform.
The students with musculoskeletal disorders have obtained results from the tasks similar to the
results of the rest of the students who made their tasks in class at Plovdiv University. These
students have high achievements in all masters’ subjects. All the means of the scores obtained
by this students with musculoskeletal disorders in the courses are over 8, in one range from 1
to 10.
All the students with musculoskeletal disorders graduated in July, 2017.
After completing the courses the students were asked to answer the ‘Courses Evaluation
Questionnaire’, elaborate with the purpose of evaluating the general learning process, included
the courses’ design, the platform and the learning strategies used during the course and their
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satisfaction with all the elements intervenient in the courses. The results for the courses are
obtained from the achievements of 4 students with musculoskeletal disorders. The evaluation
of the courses by the students, by mean of the ‘Courses Evaluation Questionnaire’ has obtained
a means of 4.20 (1-5 scale). In this way, the students show a very positive attitude towards the
courses.
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Appendix 1
“Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment” Questionnaire
1. I enjoy working in Internet environment
2. Learning should match the individual preferences
3. Internet has a very positive influence on learning
4. I keep myself up to date of everything related to Information technology
5. It is complete responsibility of everybody to decide about
a. The learning content of a particular subject matter
b. The way of learning of a particular subject matter
6. I learn better when:
a. Looking at examples and demos
b. Following procedures and guidelines
c. Doing and practicing
d. Studying theories and explanations
7. Internet-based learning creates better opportunities for learning than traditional
methods
8. Studying a particular subject matter should reflect real working situations
9. This is my first course by Internet
10. I find very positive the idea of using Internet by study different subject matters
11. I have rich experience with using Internet for educational purposes
12. I expect improve in learning my achievement after do this course using Internet
13. I feel very comfortable in Internet-based environments
14. Internet brings to our life many of the services that today have
15. I feel comfortable in a learning situation where:
a. What to study about a particular subject matter is strictly prescribed
b. How to study a particular subject matter is strictly prescribed
Appendix 2
“System Usability” Questionnaire
1. Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use the system
2. It was simple to use the system
3. I can effectively complete my work using the DIPSEIL system
4. I am able to complete my work quickly using the DIPSEIL system
5. I am able to efficiently complete my work using the DIPSEIL system
6. I feel comfortable using the DIPSEIL system
7. It was easy to learn to use the DIPSEIL system
8. I believe I became productive quickly using the DIPSEIL system
9. The system gives error messages that clearly tell me how to fix problems
10. Whenever I make a mistake using the system, I recover easily and quickly
11. The information (such as online help, on-screen messages, and other
documentation) provided with the DIPSEIL system is clear
12. It is easy to find the information I needed
13. The information provided for the DIPSEIL system is easy to understand
14. The information is effective in helping me complete the tasks
15. The organization of information on the DIPSEIL system screens is clear
16. The interface of the DIPSEIL system is pleasant
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system

17. I like using the interface of the DIPSEIL system
18. The system has all the functions and capabilities I expect it to have the DIPSEIL
19. Overall, I am satisfied with the DIPSEIL system
Appendix 3
“Courses Evaluation” Questionnaire
Q1. I would recommend these courses to others.
Q2. The courses objectives clearly indicated what I should be able to do at the
end of the courses.
Q3. The sequence of learning tasks was well structured.
Q4. The learning tasks were presented in the context of a real-life authentic
problem.
Q5. Sufficient theoretical information was provided for each of the tasks.
Q6. Sufficient number of examples was provided for each of the tasks.
Q7. For each of the tasks a procedure how to perform it was provided.
Q8. The feedback from the instructors was helpful.
Q9. The feedback from the instructors was just-in-time.
Q10. The main benefit for me from the courses is to understand the learning
content.
Q11. The main benefit for me from the courses is applying knowledge on
learning exercises.
Q12. The main benefit for me from the courses is the ability to solve real-life
authentic problems.
Q13. DIPSEIL learning environment facilitated rather than hindered my
learning.
Q14. I have the impression that with DIPSEIL it takes less time to complete
learning tasks than without such a system.
Q15. I believe that without DIPSEIL it would cost me more mental efforts to
accomplish learning tasks.
Q16. The interface of DIPSEIL is intuitive and self-explanatory.
Q17. It is easy to learn to use DIPSEIL.
Q18. It is easy to navigate through the system.
Q19. Overall, I am satisfied with the quality of the courses.
Q20. Overall, I am satisfied with the DIPSEIL environment.
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REPORT
WITH THE RESULTS OF THE TRAINING OF
UNEMPLOYED PEOPLE IN SMOLYAN REGION,
BULGARIA
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Fourth scenario “Use of mobile devices for distance learning of
unemployed”
SUMMARY
In this report, we present the evaluation results of the training of unemployed people in
Smolyan region.
The socio-economic profile of Smolyan region does not change much in recent years. Negative
demographic trends are growing and the population of the area decreases. Smolyan region is
on the fourth place by the most unemployed people in the country. ome of these people don’t
have access to education because of distance, lack of financial security, socio-economic
exclusion. On the other hand there is a strong association between a person’s education/training
history and their employment outcomes.
Plovdiv University is the only university for professional education in Smolyan region. The
University works together with the business in the region in identifying the necessary skills,
knowledge and competences for the employment and developing adaptive curriculum for the
business needs.
In the frame of the fourth scenario “Use of mobile devices for distance learning of
unemployed” Plovdiv University developed a course “Introduction to Electronics” for initial
qualification in accordance with the specific character of the platform for electronic learning
DIPSEIL.
In this report we present the trainees’ evaluation results of the course “Introduction to
Electronics”.
1. THE EVALUATION STRATEGIES
Our understanding of programme evaluation is as follows: ‘Evaluation is the systematic
application of scientific methods to assess the design of one program or project, responding to
some needs, having into account its goals, action plan, implementation, results and impact,
with the purpose of knowing how works the program to meet its goals and achieve valuable
results, in order to contribute to its understanding and to guide its improvement, with the criteria
of its worth and merit’. (Stufflebeam, 2001).
Evaluation refers to the process of determining the merit, worth, or value of something, and the
product of that process’ (Scriven, 1991:139), or both.
We will go to evaluate course design and application to a group of unemployed people enrolled
in the course “Introduction to Electronics” in Smolyan region, Bulgaria, and we will reflect on
the evaluation results.
The indicators to evaluate the course and its quality are defined as follows:
• Adequacy: the coherence between, on the one hand, input, process, products and goals,
and on the other hand, expected and social needs. The quality indicators of adequacy,
in education, are defined as the coherence between the course with the needs
assessment.
• Efficacy: the coherence between the products and the outcomes with the goals defines
the efficacy, or the good results that a course reaches according with the previous needs.
• Efficiency: the coherence between input and process, and product defines the efficiency
identified as the appropriate use of the resources to reach the goals.
• Satisfaction: the coherence between the needs and the outcomes, and is a measurement
of the impact.
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•

Excellence: means the good practices to reach goals in respond to the needs, or put it in
another way, the optimal coherence level between all the components represented in
the systemic model of the quality of course or educations institutions.

2. RESULTS OF THE TRAINING OF UNEMPLOYED PEOPLE IN SMOLYAN
REGION
The pilot training of the unemployed people is held in Smolyan. The course “Introduction to
Electronics” started on October, 2016 and finished on January, 2017.
2.1. Trainees group characteristics. Age and Gender
The number of trainees that have attended the course “Introduction to Electronics” is 11 people.
The group’s age shows a mean of 32 years, where the youngest trainee is 23 years old, and
the oldest, is 41. Two of the trainees are women and 9 are men. The group characteristic about
the gender are presented in Figure 1. The group distribution by gender is 18 % female and 82
% male.

18%

Male

Female

82%

Figure 1. Sectors diagram. Gender
Two lecturers from the Technical College-Smolyan held the practical training in college
laboratories. The teachers and the laboratories were available to students at any convenient
time for students when they needed help and assistance for their practical work.
2.2. Quality indicators of ‘efficiency’
Three specific instruments to collect information about ‘efficiency’ indicators were used,
namely:
•
•
•

Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment Questionnaire
System Usability Questionnaire
Trainees’ achievement.

2.2.1. Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment Questionnaire
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Attitude could be an important factor for learning. Only when there is a favourable attitude, elearner can effectively face web-based learning tasks. Learning requires a positive attitude from
the users to show their full potential. (Olfos and Zulantay, 2007).
Attitude is defined as the tendency to react favourably or unfavourably towards a certain class
of stimuli (Anastasi, 1982).
‘Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment Questionnaire’, applies a Likert
scale, valuing every item from 1 to 5, minimal to maximal agreement with a particular
statement in the questionnaire.
Results from the ‘Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment
Questionnaire’
In our research project the attitude towards learning by Internet-based environment is
considered as a variable that is necessary to be controlled because it may have an affect on the
evaluation of the programme.
The trainees were asked to answer a short questionnaire about’ 'Attitudes towards learning by
Internet-based environment', in order to know the initial trainees’ attitudes towards this
modality to learn.
The questionnaire consists of 20 statements, and the trainees should answer choosing a value
between 1 to 5, depending on whether she/he totally disagrees (‘1’) or totally agrees (‘5’) on
items.
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistic of the answers of 11 trainees.
Table 1. Descriptive statistic: ‘Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment
Questionnaire‘
Mean
1. I enjoy working in Internet environment
2. Learning should match the individual preferences
3. Internet has a very positive influence on learning
4. I keep myself up to date of everything related to Information technology
5. It is complete responsibility of everybody to decide about
a. The learning content of a particular subject matter
b. The way of learning of a particular subject matter

4,45
4,64
4,82
4,36

3,82
4,73

6. I learn better when:
a. Looking at examples and demos
b. Following procedures and guidelines
c. Doing and practicing
d. Studying theories and explanations
7. Internet-based learning creates better opportunities for learning than traditional
methods

4,27

8. Studying a particular subject matter should reflect real working situations

3,91

9. This is my first course by Internet
10. I find very positive the idea of using Internet by study different subject matters
11. I have rich experience with using Internet for educational purposes
12. I expect improve in learning my achievement after do this course using Internet
13. I feel very comfortable in Internet-based environments
14. Internet brings to our life many of the services that today have

4,55
4,64
3,09
4,45
4,64
4,00
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15. I feel comfortable in a learning situation where:
a. What to study about a particular subject matter is strictly
prescribed
b. How to study a particular subject matter is strictly
prescribed
Mean
Std. Dev.

3,91
4.09
4.31
0.43

The items in the questionnaire that obtain a score over the value of 4.50 are the items 2, 3, 5b,
6a, 6b, 6c, 9, 10 and 13. Items 2 and 5b refer to the individual attitude toward learning; items
3, 9, 10 and 13 refer to using ‘internet as learning environment’ while items 6a, 6b and 6c
correspond to doing and practicing as well as looking at demos and examples.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2. Learning should match the individual preferences;
3. Internet has a very positive influence on learning;
5b. It is complete responsibility of everybody to decide about: b. The way of
learning of a particular subject matter;
6a. I learn better when: a. Looking at examples and demos;
6b. I learn better when: b. Following procedures and guidelines;
6c. I learn better when: c. Doing and practicing;
9. This is my first course by Internet
10. I find very positive the idea of using Internet by study different subject matters
13. I feel very comfortable in Internet-based environments.

Other items with high scores are number 1 (“I enjoy working in Internet environment”) and 12
(“I expect improve in learning my achievement after do this course using Internet”) with score
4.45.
All the others items in the questionnaire except items 5a, 6d, 8, 11 and 15a receive scores over
four, which means a high agreement with the statements in the questionnaire, in general
showing positive attitude towards learning by Internet-based environment.
In syntheses, we can see the good valuation in the questionnaire, which shows an excellent
attitude to learning by Internet-based environment by the trainees (see Figure 2).
Histogram
6

Frequency

5
4
3
2
1
0

3.09 3.82 3.91 4.00 4.09 4.27 4.36 4.45 4.55 4.64 4.73 4.82
Attitude to learning by Internet-based environment
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Figure 2. Histogram. Attitude to learn by Internet-based environment Questionnaire.
Mean=4,31; Std.Dev.=0,43; N=11
The histogram shows the items means in the ‘Attitude towards learning by Internet-based
environment’ scaled Likert Questionnaire, from 1, minimum, to 5, maximum. The answers
range goes among 3,09 to 4.82, with a mean of 4.31, which can be interpreted as the trainees’
attitudes towards learning by Internet-based environment are very positive.
Synthesis of ‘Attitude towards learning by Internet-based environment
Questionnaire’ results:
•

•
•

•

Attitudes are a valuable factor that needs to be controlled because it may affect the evaluation of the
course.
The questionnaire consists of 20 items using Likert scale (1-5 from totally disagree to totally agree
with the item), 11 trainees responded to the questionnaire.
The items with high score (4.82):
• 3. Internet has a very positive influence on learning
• 6. I learn better when: c. Doing and practicing;
The global mean in the questionnaire: 4.31, shows a very positive trainees’ attitudes towards
learning by Internet-based environment.

2.2.2. The usability and functionality of the platform. System Usability Questionnaire
The evaluation of the ‘usability and functionality of the platform’ deals with how well the
platform satisfies the user needs and requirements. This variable works as a contextual variable
that should be controlled, because in one online course the way in which the platform or the
‘system’ works could affect the entire learning process and also the final results.
The instrument to evaluate the platform is the „System Usability Questionnaire”.
In addition to the questionnaire, the platform has been evaluated by the peer review technique
before starting the courses. The outcome is to ensure that the platform will work according to
DIPSEIL model.
Results of the 'System Usability Questionnaire'
Because the learning environment is the DIPSEIL platform, it was necessary to collect the
trainees’ opinions about how the system works.
The trainees were asked to answer this questionnaire. The questionnaire contains 19 items in
total applying Likert scale, from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree).
The results from the usability and functionality of the DIPSEIL system based on the answers
of the trainees in the 'System Usability Questionnaire’ are showed below (Table 2).
Table 2. System Usability Questionnaire. Descriptive Statistiques. N = 11
Mean

1. Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use the system
2. It was simple to use the system
3. I can effectively complete my work using the DIPSEIL system
4. I am able to complete my work quickly using the DIPSEIL system
5. I am able to efficiently complete my work using the DIPSEIL system
6. I feel comfortable using the DIPSEIL system
7. It was easy to learn to use the DIPSEIL system
8. I believe I became productive quickly using the DIPSEIL system
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9. The system gives error messages that clearly tell me how to fix problems
10. Whenever I make a mistake using the system , I recover easily and quickly
11. The information (such as online help, on-screen messages, and other
documentation) provided with the DIPSEIL system is clear
12. It is easy to find the information I needed
13. The information provided for the DIPSEIL system is easy to understand
14. The information is effective in helping me complete the tasks
15. The organization of information on the DIPSEIL system screens is clear
16. The interface of the DIPSEIL system is pleasant
17. I like using the interface of the DIPSEIL system
18. The system has all the functions and capabilities I expect it to have the DIPSEIL
system
19. Overall, I am satisfied with the DIPSEIL system

6.3
5.9
6.7
6.0
6.8
5.8
6,5
6,1
6,2
6,3
6.5
6.25

Total mean

The Item 13 “The information provided for the DIPSEIL system is easy to understand”,
receives the highest score, (6.80 from 7). The second best items are: number 4 “I am able to
complete my work quickly using the DIPSEIL system” and number 11 “The information (such
as online help, on-screen messages, and other documentation) provided with the DIPSEIL
system is clear” with score of 6.70, number 15 “The organization of information on the
DIPSEIL system screens is clear”, number 19 “Overall, I am satisfied with the DIPSEIL
system”, which receive an evaluation of 6.50.
All the items have received a valuation over 5.50, with a means of 6.25 and one standard
deviation of 0,30, which means nearly total agreement in the valuation of the platform by the
users. We can see the descriptive statistics in the histogram below:

4.5
4

Frequency

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

5.8 5.9

6

6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.7 6.8

Systems Usability Questionnaire

Figure 3. Histogram. Group’ descriptive statistics. System Usability Questionnaire.
Mean=6.25; Std.Dev.=0.3; N=11
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7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0

Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q 5 Q 6 Q 7 Q 8 Q 9 Q 10 Q 11 Q 12 Q 13 Q 14 Q 15 Q 16 Q 17 Q 18 Q 19

Figure 4. Histogram of „The mean of level of significance“ to Questions
All items have been evaluated very well by the trainees, here over the central value of 4, (range
of 1 to 7), with a mean near to 6, (6.25), and with a very narrow standard deviation of, 0.3.
Synthesis on the ‘System Usability Questionnaire’ results:
• The questionnaire on usability and functionality of the DIPSEIL system includes19 items,
Likert scale, 1-7, maximal disagree to maximal agree with the item.
• The items better valuated:
o 13. “The information provided for the DIPSEIL system is easy to understand” (6.80)
o 4. “I am able to complete my work quickly using the DIPSEIL system”
o 11. “The information (such as online help, on-screen messages, and other documentation)
provided with the DIPSEIL system is clear”
o 15. “The organization of information on the DIPSEIL system screens is clear”
o 19. “Overall, I am satisfied with the DIPSEIL system”
The general mean in the usability questionnaire has been 6.25, showing a positive valuation and agreement
between the trainees (Standard Deviation=0.3) on the DIPSEIL system.

2.2.3. Trainees’ achievement
Efficacy indicators are usually based on the discrepancy between final results and goals. So we
need to check if the course “Introduction to Electronics” has been effective finding out whether
the goals have been achieved.
We need to measure the trainees’ achievement in knowledge, performance and attitude, but
especially in performance because our mDR Model for fourth scenario is characterized by
trainees’ performance-centered learning.
To summarize, the instrument and techniques used to measure the indicators of ‘efficacy’ of
the DIPSEIL system are the ‘Achievements through formative and summative evaluation’ on
the tasks during and in the end of learning process, by means of instruments for formative and
summative evaluation included in the course.
Trainees’ achievement obtained through formative and summative evaluation’ on the tasks,
including knowledge, skills and attitude have been measured along the learning process.
The outcome was to obtain information about the trainees’ achievement in competencies when
finish the course. The achievements in course “Introduction to Electronics” have given the
results that are showed as follows.
Results in achievement in course “Introduction to Electronics”
The course “Introduction to Electronics” consists of four modules. Depending on the
complexity and applicability of the module content, the trainees were required to solve one,
two or more tasks. Finally, in this subject, the module one had one task, the module 2 has three
tasks, 3 had two tasks and module 4 has three tasks (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5. Course Structure
The scale to evaluate the students in Bulgaria, use a range from 1 to 6, needing a 3 to pass the
exam. Nevertheless, in the course that we show this scale have been transformed in another
from 1 to 10, more frequently used in other European countries. The needed lowest score to
pass the exam is 6,5.
The teachers responsible for the course provided the following trainees’ marks for every task
in this subject:
Table 3. Trainees’ Points for every task

Introduction to Electronics
Trainees

M1.
T1

M2.
T1

M2.
T2

M2.
T3

M3.
T1

M3.
T2

M4.
T1

M4.
T2

M4.
T3

Means

1

8,5

9

8

9

9

7,5

7

7

8,5

8,17

2

9,5

9,5

10

9,5

10

9

9,5

9

9,5

9,50

3

9

9

10

9,5

10

8,5

9,5

8

9,5

9,22

4

9

9

9

9,5

9

8,5

9,5

7,5

9

8,89

5

8,5

8

9

9

10

7,5

7

7

7

8,11

6

8

8,5

8

8,5

8

8,5

8,5

8

8

8,22

7

7,5

7

8

7,5

8

9

9,5

8,5

9

8,22

8

9

8,5

10

8

7,5

10

9

8

8

8,67
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9

8

9

9,5

8,5

7

9,5

8,5

7,5

9,5

8,56

10

8,5

8,5

9

9

7,5

8,5

7,5

9

7,5

8,33

11

7

7,5

9

8,5

8

8

8

8

9

8,11

Figure 6. Average task points
The results obtained in the nine tasks that the trainees solved, according to the learning program
in the subject, show very high results.
All the scores obtained by every trainee in the nine tasks are over 8.11 points, in one range
from 1 to 10. The mean of the group is 8.55.
2.3. Quality indicators of ‘satisfaction’ in the training course
The satisfaction by the training course is measured in relation with fourth scenario “Use of
mobile devices for distance learning of unemployed” goals, and with the implementation
process and their results. Satisfaction is considered as a measure of impact.
These variables have been measured by trainees by means of different instruments as the
‘Course Evaluation Questionnaire’.
2.3.1. Course Evaluation Questionnaire
For this purpose we have used the ‘Course Evaluation Questionnaire’.
The ‘Course Evaluation Questionnaire’ is addressed to the trainees that have passed the course
“Introduction in Electronics”, and should evaluate the course just when they finished it.
Every question in this questionnaire, which is in the form of statement, should be answered by
the trainees, who must evaluate the statements against the different components of the course
which they have just finished.
The items in the questionnaire for evaluation of the course pretend to evaluate if the course
have been elaborated in accordance with our purpose in the project, and how the trainees
perceive that the course has achieved its purpose.
The ‘Course Evaluation Questionnaire’ pretends to measure the trainees’ satisfaction with the
course, in relation with the fourth scenario goals and with the implementation process,
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including the platform, and their results. Satisfaction is considered as an indicator of impact in
our project in relation with the mDR Model.
We give some explanations on the different items integrated in the ‘Course Evaluation
Questionnaire’ as follows:
Q1. I would recommend this course to others. This question has to do with a general
valuation of satisfaction with the entire course and the learning process, including the
educational platform. Its purpose as a first item is to introduce to the trainee his/her attitude
towards the course that has just finished in general and in its different elements, so she/he is
ready to answer the next questions in the questionnaire. The item is also related to a general
satisfaction from the course, and it is a quality indicator on the impact of the course.
Q2. The course objectives clearly indicated what I should be able to do at the end of
the course. This item pretends to evaluate the adequacy of the course objectives to the project
purpose as to develop competences according with the needs previously evaluated, and which
students should be able to apply in their future real work, for what the course has been
conceived.
Q3. The sequence of learning tasks was well structured. This statement is related with
our conception on how performance should be learned, step by step, with a clear procedure
sequence. (Adequacy indicator).
Q4. The learning tasks were presented in the context of a real-life authentic problem.
This question is centred in the main focus of our project, in accordance with our purpose of
competence development for a future incorporation of the students to a real work. Our learning
model says explicitly that the tasks should be presented in the context which in the future the
student will develop and apply his/her competencies learned. (Adequacy indicator).
Q5. Sufficient theoretical information was provided for each of the tasks. This item is
formulated in accordance with our instructional design focused on competence development,
theory based, as a corresponding training of the students, and specifically indeed that the course
should present enough resources to serve the student solve the tasks demanded in the course.
(Adequacy and efficiency indicators).
Q6. Sufficient number of examples was provided for each of the tasks. Our instructional
and learning Model is based, between others, in enough presented examples, in different way
and didactical and strategic support, as video, simulation, narrative explanation, etc, in order
to offer to the students’ information and demonstration relevant to the task, their procedures
and their final context application. (Adequacy and efficiency indicators).
Q7. For each of the tasks a procedure how to perform it was provided. Also in
accordance with our learning model. (Adequacy and efficiency indicators).
Q8. The feedback from the instructors was helpful. It has to do with our conception of
formative evaluation, facilitating to the student a feedback on time and in the level that he/she
need. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q9. The feedback from the instructors was just-in-time. It is an item with a higher level
of explanation, or specification, than the previous one. As sooner the student receives the
feedback on his/her learning realization, as better for her/his learning, and in case of some
misunderstanding, before discover his/her mistake and the best way to arrive to a better
solution. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q10. The main benefit for me from this course is to understand the learning content.
This item pretends to detect the main focus on the learning design of the course, and this items
is followed for two items more in this same line, to investigate if the course is centred more in
contents than in practices or in solve real authentic problems . (Adequacy and efficacy
indicators).
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Q11. The main benefit for me from this course is applying knowledge on learning
exercises. The same that we said in the previous item 10. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q12. The main benefit for me from this course is the ability to solve real-life authentic
problems. The same that we said in the previous item 10. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q13. DIPSEIL learning environment facilitated rather than hindered my learning. It is
an item specifically addressed to evaluate the educational platform or learning environment in
which the training course has been implemented, emphasizing that DIPSEIL platform has a
positive contribution to facilitate their learning more than to hinder it. (Adequacy and efficacy
indicators).
Q14. I have the impression that with DIPSEIL it takes less time to complete learning
tasks than without such a system. The same that we said in the previous item 13, but in a more
specific way. The question here has to see with the efficacy of the ‘educational platform’ for
learning. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q15. I believe that without DIPSEIL it would cost me more mental efforts to accomplish
learning tasks. This item has to see with the possibilities of the educational platforms and the
technologies of the information and communication, to facilitate learning, specially showing
the learning question by images, graphics, movies, simulations, in an easier, quicker and as
lower cost than by other learning context. (Adequacy and efficacy indicators).
Q16. The interface of DIPSEIL is intuitive and self-explanatory. The same that we said
in the previous item 13, but in reference to the prompts to move in the platform. (Adequacy
and efficacy indicators).
Q17. It is easy to learn to use DIPSEIL. The same that we said in the previous item 13,
but in reference to the easily or not for learning the use of DIPSEIL system. (Adequacy and
efficacy indicators).
Q18. It is easy to navigate through the system. The same that we said in the previous
item 13, but in reference to the browser or navigation by the interfaces. (Adequacy and efficacy
indicators).
Q19. Overall, I am satisfied with the quality of this course. A general question on the
course, on the contents, learning objectives, learning guide and examples, learning evaluation
and feedback. Reflects satisfaction with the quality of the course. (Impact indicator).
Q20. Overall, I am satisfied with the DIPSEIL environment. A general question on the
platform. Reflects satisfaction with the platform used in the course. (Impact indicator).
We believed that it would be a good idea to start with a question on the impact of the
course on the trainees, asking if they would recommend the course to others -some friends-,
facing the students towards a situation to reflect about their satisfaction (or not) on the course
quality, and to finish with a general questions on the course and the platform.
2.3.2. Results of the Course Evaluation Questionnaire
On the next tables we show the results given by the 11 trainees for the course “Introduction
to Electronics”, according to the ‘Course evaluation Questionnaire’.
Table 4. Course “Introduction to Electronics”
Number of people chose:

Q1

0

0

1

2

8

The mean of
level of
significance
4,64

Q2

0

0

0

2

9

4,82

Q3

0

0

1

4

6

4,45

1

2

3

4
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Q4

0

0

2

4

5

4,27

Q5

0

0

1

5

5

4,36

Q6

0

0

1

3

7

4,55

Q7

0

1

3

4

4

4,27

Q8

0

0

3

5

3

4,00

Q9

0

1

2

3

5

4,09

Q 10

0

0

0

1

10

4,91

Q 11

0

1

1

4

5

4,18

Q 12

0

2

0

4

5

4,09

Q 13

0

0

5

3

3

3,82

Q 14

0

0

2

5

4

4,18

Q 15

0

0

2

2

7

4,45

Q 16

0

0

1

2

8

4,64

Q 17

0

0

2

4

5

4,27

Q 18

0

0

0

4

7

4,64

Q 19

0

0

0

5

6

4,55

Q 20

0

0

3

1

7

4,36

Mean

4,38

Std. Dev.

0,28

The evaluation results in the Course Introduction to Electronics are reflected in the Figure 7.
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00

Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q 5 Q 6 Q 7 Q 8 Q 9 Q 10 Q 11 Q 12 Q 13 Q 14 Q 15 Q 16 Q 17 Q 18 Q 19 Q 20

Figure 7. Histogram of the Course Introduction to Electronics
In the results collected in the table above, we find that the quality criteria best evaluated in the
course “Introduction to Electronics”, are related to the adequacy of the course objectives and
the adequacy and efficiency, with a punctuation of 4.91. The general mean obtained in this
course is 4.38.
3. CONCLUSIONS
According the fourth scenario “Use of mobile devices for distance learning of unemployed”
PU developed a course “Introduction to Electronics” for initial qualification in accordance
with the specific character of the platform for electronic learning DIPSEIL.
The course “Introduction to Electronics” is addressed to people who do not have access to
education as it is far away from their place, because of lack of finances, or because of socioeconomic isolation. In times when big groups of people permanently remain outside the labour
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market, taking measures to increase employment and organizing retraining and motivation of
the unemployed people are of primary importance.
The use of internet as environment to learn advised to investigate the students’ attitude to learn
by internet-based environment, considered it as a variable that could interfere the modifying of
the learning results. With this purpose, we have provided to the students the ‘Attitude towards
learning by Internet-based environment’ Questionnaire elaborated. The results obtained in the
questionnaire, with a global mean of 4.31, (1-5 scale) confirm the positive students’ attitude to
learn by Internet-based environment.
The DIPSEIL system, as environment to learn the course “Introduction to Electronics”, have
been evaluated by means of a ‘System usability Questionnaire’ by the students, obtaining a
means of 6.25 (1-7 scale), which suppose e very high valuation. The usability and functionality
of the platform presents good valuation with the screens organization and its easy learning.
These results have been corroborated by the results obtained in the items in the ‘Course
Evaluation Questionnaire’, referred to the educational platform.
The learning results of the course “Introduction to Electronics” followed by 11 trainees, have
given a general mean of 8.55, in achievement, in one range form 1 to 10, in the nine tasks. The
trainees learning achievements in the course have been very positive, with very good trainees’
marks.
However these learning results, the trainees were asked to answer the ‘Course Evaluation
Questionnaire’, elaborate with the purpose of evaluating the general learning process, included
the course’ design, the platform and the learning strategies used during the course and their
satisfaction with all the elements intervenient in the course. The results are obtained from the
achievements of 11 trainees for the course. The evaluation of course by the trainees, by mean
of the ‘Course Evaluation Questionnaire’ has obtained a means of 4.38 (1-5 scale). In this way,
the trainees show a great satisfaction with course.
In conclusion, all of the trainees have graduated successfully the course “Introduction to
Electronics” and have received a certificate from Plovdiv University. Three of them are already
employed in industry; five have sent their documents for a new job.
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Appendix 1
“Attitude towards Learning by Internet-based environment” Questionnaire
1. I enjoy working in Internet environment
2. Learning should match the individual preferences
3. Internet has a very positive influence on learning
4. I keep myself up to date of everything related to Information technology
5. It is complete responsibility of everybody to decide about
a. The learning content of a particular subject matter
b. The way of learning of a particular subject matter
6. I learn better when:
a. Looking at examples and demos
b. Following procedures and guidelines
c. Doing and practicing
d. Studying theories and explanations
7. Internet-based learning creates better opportunities for learning than traditional methods
8. Studying a particular subject matter should reflect real working situations
9. This is my first course by Internet
10. I find very positive the idea of using Internet by study different subject matters
11. I have rich experience with using Internet for educational purposes
12. I expect improve in learning my achievement after do this course using Internet
13. I feel very comfortable in Internet-based environments
14. Internet brings to our life many of the services that today have
15. I feel comfortable in a learning situation where:
a. What to study about a particular subject matter is strictly prescribed
b. How to study a particular subject matter is strictly prescribed
Appendix 2
“System Usability” Questionnaire
1. Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use the system
2. It was simple to use the system
3. I can effectively complete my work using the DIPSEIL system
4. I am able to complete my work quickly using the DIPSEIL system
5. I am able to efficiently complete my work using the DIPSEIL system
6. I feel comfortable using the DIPSEIL system
7. It was easy to learn to use the DIPSEIL system
8. I believe I became productive quickly using the DIPSEIL system
9. The system gives error messages that clearly tell me how to fix problems
10. Whenever I make a mistake using the system, I recover easily and quickly
11. The information (such as online help, on-screen messages, and other documentation)
provided with the DIPSEIL system is clear
12. It is easy to find the information I needed
13. The information provided for the DIPSEIL system is easy to understand
14. The information is effective in helping me complete the tasks
15. The organization of information on the DIPSEIL system screens is clear
16. The interface of the DIPSEIL system is pleasant
17. I like using the interface of the DIPSEIL system
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18. The system has all the functions and capabilities I expect it to have the DIPSEIL system
19. Overall, I am satisfied with the DIPSEIL system
Appendix 3
“Course Evaluation” Questionnaire

course.

Q1. I would recommend this course to others.
Q2. The course objectives clearly indicated what I should be able to do at the end of the

Q3. The sequence of learning tasks was well structured.
Q4. The learning tasks were presented in the context of a real-life authentic problem.
Q5. Sufficient theoretical information was provided for each of the tasks.
Q6. Sufficient number of examples was provided for each of the tasks.
Q7. For each of the tasks a procedure how to perform it was provided.
Q8. The feedback from the instructors was helpful.
Q9. The feedback from the instructors was just-in-time.
Q10. The main benefit for me from this course is to understand the learning content.
Q11. The main benefit for me from this course is applying knowledge on learning
exercises.
Q12. The main benefit for me from this course is the ability to solve real-life authentic
problems.
Q13. DIPSEIL learning environment facilitated rather than hindered my learning.
Q14. I have the impression that with DIPSEIL it takes less time to complete learning
tasks than without such a system.
Q15. I believe that without DIPSEIL it would cost me more mental efforts to
accomplish learning tasks. Q16. The interface of DIPSEIL is intuitive and self-explanatory.
Q17. It is easy to learn to use DIPSEIL.
Q18. It is easy to navigate through the system.
Q19. Overall, I am satisfied with the quality of this course.
Q20. Overall, I am satisfied with the DIPSEIL environment.
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